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s.

INTRODUCTION

Burlington's 'Making Special Friends Model for promoting

social interactions between severely handicapped students and

inonhandicapped persons in school and community settings consists og

three components. The Community Integration Component details a

systematic and efficient process for developing educational

programs focused on .providing community-referenced! and

community -based training. The In.-School Social Integration

Component outlines a'process for promoting social integration and

interactions 'between severely handicapped and nonhandicapped

students in the school
.

environment. The Parent Involvement

17. nmponent offers strategies for stimulating parental invotvement

,Ilf

in the 'total education program.

This manual is thk fourth in a series of six volumes produced

by Burlington's Making Special Friends Project. The initial

volume, Social Integration of Severely Handicapped Students,

Review of the Literature,

social interactions

nonhandicapped persons.

A

overviews current literature regarding

between severely handicapped and

Volume II, Burlington's Making Special

Friends Projects Project Overview, discusses the components of a

service delivery model for increasing and maigtaining social

interactions between severely hondidapped students and
i

.

nonhandicapped peons in school and community setting*. The
/ .

third Volume, Burlington's Making Special Friends Project:

Implementation Guidelines and Inservice Training
,/Manual.

provides

procedural guidelines and materials which cast employed to
. .

facilitate implementation of the Burlington model. The a hors
.

t.
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strongly recommend that Volumes Ill and III be read prior to thin

manual to enhance comprehension of the procedures described

herein.

The purpose of this manual is to provide in-depth information

on how to ,,develop Burlington's Irking Special Fiends Model. This

manual is divided into fou'r major sections. Section 1:0 presents

an expanded IEP process which includes increased parental

involvement, provisidns for community-based and

community-referenced training: development of a plan to transition

students to future educational and adult living environments; and

the development of in-school integration activities. Therexpanded

IEP process is an essential foundation upon which to develop the

Special Friends model. Additional sections of this manual present

more detailed information about how to develOp each component of

the model: the Commun,ty Integration Component. ()he In-School

Social Integration Component, and the Parental Involvement

Component. Appendices offer detailed explanations and sample

forms for' completing transition plans_ for both in-school

transitions and transitions to adult services. and a ,sample

completed parent Inventory.

o

8

11.

1.0 TOE EXPANDED IEP PROCESS

. Traditionally, the IEP process for severely ,handicapped

;earners has focused almost exclusively upon the development of

goals and objectives aimed at the acquisition of basic Skills

(e.g., communication, self-care. motor, cognitive), with little

regard for how these skills would be used in real life situations

outside of the classroom.

The expanded tEP.protress, while still taking into account

the acquisition of basic skills/ focuses on the development of IEP

goals and objectives which.are based upon the performance demands

in the student's current and potential future home, educational

and other community settings% The process may be ulapd.by teachers

of severely handicapped students to. develop dinctional,

age-appropriate IEps which result in community-based and

community-referenced. training, in-school social integration and

increased parental involvement., The IEP process can be concep-

tualized as consisting of four discrete phases: 1) planning'

pre-IEP activities: 2). tonductipg actiOtitst. 3)

conducting the IEP leekingo and 4) implementing the completed IEP.

The activities of each phase are all interrelated, and each plays
I

'a unique part in %EP development.

The pre -ZEP activities carried out for each student and the

order to which they are conducted should vary depending upon

individual students' needs. When developing IEPS which arbased

upon performance demands of community settings, pre-IEP activities

F
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may include: a) parent inventories; b) ecological analyses of high

priority current and future environments: c) discreiancy

assessments; and d) other pertinent assessments. IR the first

phase, the teacher, determines which Pre-IEP activities must .be

conducted ,for each 'student and the most efficient schedule for

completing them.

The second phase involves actually conducting- the pre-IEP

activii&s. Completion of these activities should assist teachers

in determining whit each student needs to learn to prepare for '

imminent transitions to other eriviror;menti, and in identifying

opportunities for enhancing social. integration and interactions

with nonhandicapped pedple. The''spuecome of this phase is the

identificatioon of potential IEP goals and objectives.

The IEP meeting is conducted during the'third phase. At this

time. REP goals and objectives are selected and the 'IEP is,

completed. This phase also pcdvides an opportunity to fihalize a

plan for transitioncag learners to future school or post - school

environments, and to agree upon a system for maintaining ongoing

contact between parents and teachers: The fourth phafe involves

'the implementation of all components of the IEP.

In the following sections. each of these four phases is
a

discussed in greater detail. Suggested activities to be completed

during each phase are delineated. At the end of each section a

Table is presented which lists the suggested activities to be.

performed. during' that phase. It should be emphasized that the .

expanded, IEp proce0S, if not currently in 'place, should be

doped gradually and systematfa-pi. 'Refer to Volume III,

Burlington's Making Special Friends Project: Implementation

o

I

-

gm' S

Guidelines and Insecvice Training Manual for guidelines . on,

developing a timeline for model development and implementation.
1.

1.1 Planning Pr;-IEP Activities

Teacherd may begin planning pre-UP activities by reviewing,

previous records such as 1BPs, Assessments, parent inventories,

and transition plans. Forded IEPs and previously completed

assessments should indiCate school and community environments and

areas of instruction which have been successfully mastered 14 the

student. and environments and instructional, areas which still

require attention. These records should els% provide valuable

Information regarding Support service personnel who should be

consulted (e.g., P.T.is, 0.T.'0, Speech/Language Pathologists).

Recently completed parent inventories should be reviewed so that

the teacSer can decide whether they need to be conducted again or

%imply updated. Finally, transition plans completed in the past

should be examined to identifypOtential future environments. 'and

to determine transition related activities which have been

accomplished and those which still require attention.

Some school districts utilize curriculum guidelines. Such

guidelines can provide a, framework, of curricular' possibilities

from which IEPs' may be developed. Teachers should consult

curriculum guidelines during the planning phase to ensure that

functional. age-appropriate skills deemed important by the

district are not overlooked during IEP development.

Towhees may also consult community resource guides to become
,

familiar wit community 'services which are- available to the

etmltat. If no such guide exists, the teacher, should consider

a

it
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.e su eying thecommuhity to learn about agencies arta servidea which

Iry be .availaklae This flmformatioq may prove very useful,

espeCkafly to Beyond:my teacher:), in identifying potential future
**.

educatJOnal vocaiionalt "i,resiclphtial and other community.

'environments for which a transition plan'still be needed.

The 'planning pie is also a' good time to ceview'pest

pereht-teachec com unicaticin . strategies to determine' -Which

strategies have been useful 14.-encOuraging

'1

paripipatien ?n the learner's educational plan.

1.1l\ Summary of Planning Activities

active parental

'Table 1 provides a summary of pre-Ille plinning activities.

mentiened, in' the footnote, the asterisks denote ,those

*activities that are typically performed by teachers during the

traditional IzP planning process.

,e6 TABLE 1

Planning PreI£P Activities

jt,jleetee SemOnt ruCardt.

CO.Sult tuffICulvi Ouldellmt.

3. Cantelt commit, emsauree latest.

*. Identify petentlei educational, vaCat lllll . end
oIh coaleolta enleanmentl rap uhlth *114100.
Intor$(104 44410. traOttlig* plena may le MIN&

Identify Potentiel in..tamaal environments Par Man
tralniam, lategretlam end /Or t ItlOn plant Our
be mufti.

at. login Oanalo, a pappot.teatAar taounicatIon %mtgs.

s.

Vl .

12

lllll et lllll let em 4014411y elreafa bbItbrobb by
toetnmes Perin% the teellttemel lEP 014.0t.ls.

a

1.2,CondOcting Pre-IEPActivities

The recommended'pre-JEF activities include conducting. parent

inventories, ecological.analyses,'discrepency aseesseents,Amd any

Other relevant assessments. Support mrvicd prOviders shOuld be

consulted for in0dt reOrdisg iessliment information and selection'"

'of Olkjectives..These aotivit1 a shOnld result In the devileisment

7 ,

.
: 0 ( 5 ,list Of'potentlal. 1 P goals and qObjectives to.be,prenented at

'the lEk_meeting. .gaciit\ivitti is described below.

,

1.2.1 The Parent inventory

As described in Volume II, the parent interview is d stfategy

used to solicit input from) patents tegarding their child's
-,

educational program. A tool whioh was devIlopeil. to,systematize
.

and structure the parent interview is the parent inventory.

A patent inventory should be either completed or updatic14

yearly as a part of the process for developing functional IEPs. .

The parent inventory is an instrument designed to determine

N.s..pacents' high-pcioeity objectives for their child, and parental

\\,)perceptions of the child's current level of functioning .and

current and future life needs. According to Brown, Falvey,

vincent, Ram Johnson, Ferrara- Parrish 6 Gruenewald (1980).

parent inventories serve five mirjOr purposes':

A

1. to secure basic information about the current
and subsequent environments in which the student
may participbtes

/ -.' 4
. 4

2. to inform paeentp of the organization, of the
curricular contents '

'3. to gather information-from the parents regarding
their child's level of functioning in home and
community environments: f

Lrl v .
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4. to procure parental ,upped for and invite
paiticipatiOd in the student's educational
progrtml'and

S. to gat*, inCo)rmation regarding paten's'
.preferences for their child's educational.
program. 4.

. s
The dompleted plrent inventory provides several

3

types of information. Firstaiinformation is obtained. regardipg

parental preferenbes for settings, activates and, skills in which.

they would like their ghild,to gain olompetence, at"home and.in the

community. These prqferinces identify environments .which shoUld

be,ecologically analyped add activities and skills in need of,

further assessment. This information helps the teacher determine !

and prioritiz5what to address the IEP and .targets environments

in which the skills should ultimately be essesse'd and taught.

Information gained from parents can also assist-the teacher in

determining the learner's present level of performance in home and

community settings.

,The procese of conducting parent 'inventories may provide

additional benefits. Poi example, the.p*rent inventory may serve

,as a vehicle for developing: an effective parent-teacher

communication system by providing an opportunity for the teacher
dr

and the parents to devise a system for maintaining. regular,

4 ongoing contacts. As a result of sudh * system, sk ills learned in

school can be more readily generalised and mainta ined at home and

in community settings. The parent inventory also provides an

opportunity to identify transition needs and,to discuss plans for

facilitating transitions to subsequent schoOl and post-school

environments. Pinally,_opportunities for social interactions may

8

different

become apparent as an outcome of the parent inventory process.

14

J.

A sample completed parent

9
. ,

inventory, generat piocedmies for

conducting a parent interview, end detailed instructtons for\

completing a parent inventory are presenfeb . Appendix A. It is
*,

essential that teachers be verylfamiIiar with the Center* ,of the
.

inventory ,in order to avoi4 ionfusion,dmring,the actual'&intervieW.

Teecffere shout be able to provide'expianationi and examples to.

eachiquesption on. dio inventory 'to ensure thaE*arenes fully'
"... '

finderatand them. .

..1

a. 1 . , - 4., '... ..i ,
.

.b .
.. .,

A'-.-
. or.,The parent inventory format:in Appendix A is presented "as an

,

example. It is tecommended that-each school system develop
.

te
4

own parent.inyentory, .tailoring' it to the needssinhsient in the

community. The rat presented is may intende4 d to offer a

framework which has s-prOven useful in one community.

,

1.2.2 Ecological Analvsie/Discre Amoy Assessment

Ecological analysis is a strategy through which teachers may

obtain critical information about a variety, of, current and.'

subsequent environments in which a student may participate. The

strategy' delineates the steps through which a teacher can progress,

to determine performance demands of domestic, Ivodftional, '

recreational, educatilnal and general community environments which

the student presently uses or may use in the future. After the

performance demands of current and potential future environments

have been compiled, they are compared to skills already in the

student's repertoire. Any discrepancies between environmental

performance demands and the student's current skill levels are
. .

then noted. These diacrepancies.provide a basis "for .IEP goal

selection and program development.
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. The .ecological ahalysis/disZrePancy assestrment precess-Aas

bedn dividod into two staqqs. The first

the pre-IEP phase, involkes developing

gen4r1c environments and activities {e,g.

stage, completed during

ecological 'analyses for

. fast food 'restaurant,

grocery store}, for, the purpose or determining potential IEP goals

and objectives. There, potend,ig1 goals and objectives are e -

presented at.,the IEP meeting )yhee a litisionmay.be made to

-provide 'commUnitiZbased or co unity- referenced training for a
. .. qt,

I Itudent. At thielioint. the specific environments to be used ldr
..

'ft training aririelected. 0 During the second stage of the ecologiCal-
. .

analysis process (carried out during -0.;"e EP imPLementation

phase), task analyses of the spec1fid skills required in the

training sites are developed. The task analyses of training sites

should be individualized based upon environmental, demands and

student. needs. Assessment of the students' performance should be

conducted at the selected training site along with an assessment

of the students' social responses in that environment. Based upon
"Tt

student performance, an individualized training program and

evaluation system is then developed.

in this section, the first stage of the ecological analysis

process is discussed in detail. The second phase of the process -0

is explained further in Section 1.4 (Implementing thedIEP) of -this

manual.

1.2.2.1 Phase It Ecological Analysis Process. As indicated

. previously, during Phase i of the ecological analysis process.

analyses are developed fot generic, rather than specific

environments and activities. Generic activities are those that

are common to a number of specific environments. For example, a

16
I

t

Me

ft

generic environment might be a fast-foo6 restaurant. The
4

activities involved in ordering. food and eating at a fast-food
t'S

restaurant are Similar( across festaurants. whether eating ?at

mcDonald's,'Eurg4r King, Wendys; white Castle, Arbys, or a Ta6o
ft

Etel.,1 restaurant; a person muit,enter,' approach the counter,-wait
,

in line, Order food, pay,, etc...in order to at Sikh activities
4 4

0

.

rowhich are common across envinments are referred' to, here as
o I

t

generic activities.
' - .-

':' .. '0As

,

indicated in 2, teacheis, patents/guardians and
.. r ,
others may begin thfs,,s4ge of the ecologicaf analysis Proeess.by

student
.

listing the current and future 'environments in which the student

may\%-function, Emphasis must be placed, on parent/guardian

preferences as well as professional judgments when developing this

list. It is recommended that teachers initially deteriaine the

)
prier ty environments which were

Inventories. Once this' information

in khe class, the teacher should

identified by the parent

is compiled for each student

determine whether there are

priority environments which are common to several studepte. Thief

procedure may be used to determine *itch environments to analyse

first, and to identify potential instructional, groupings,

es
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'TAKE 2 >

Curritular Domains and Relevant Environments Within Each Domain.

.

'':etudent ,fig

.%

DOMAIN; DOMESTIC

Fr 9grAlrpflt 4
-

EFIRomipasi NATIARAL mdm, CRouP Him SUPERVISED APARTMENT

DOMAIN: COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENTS: GROCERY STORE, CLOTHING STORE, SHOPPING MALL, FAST FOOD RESTAURANf,

CHURCH, LAUNDROMAT, LIBRARY

DOMAIN: vorATTONAL

ENVIRONMENTS: _RESTAURANT (KITCHENL. LAUNDRY FACtLITY

DOMAIN: RECREATION/LEISURE

ENVIRONMENTS: MOVIE THEATER. BOWLING ALLEY, 'BEACH, YMCA, NIGHT CLUB. ARCADE

t

la

Oft

4,

a

c.

.0.
'b

N
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Table .3 illystrates a sample format for condutilng

13

giCnerip

ecological 'analysis and discrepancy assessment. sPart II of the

format constit es the generic .ecological analytis. In tlits--/

example, the generic environment is a fast-food

the generic sub - environment 'are the cOler,

restroom. Generid'activities are listed for each
,

ikert III of Table 3 depigts a sample discrepancy assessment

lormat. Vsing thismparticular 'format', the teachir can akiszs

restaurant, while

dining area and

subenvironment.

skill level ana.sbcial adequacy for each generic t lmativityilisted
- ' .

p:'0,6,eiOlogiclif,analyiis' (tart Upd'Ercolumn-titled
. ---

"Activities Mastered** th 'teacher may indicate whether the

/1student cOMplstes each acts ity independently (sCOce=I), completes

some.parts of the activity independently 'while requiringhelp on -('

other parts (score=P or needs assistance throughout the activity
.

(score=0). A score of "I" indicates that no further skill

trainiimk is needed. A score of either "P" r "0" indicates that

further training will be necessary on that activity. Under the

column titled ," Social Skills Mastered", the teacher enters a

'checkmark next to each activity for which the student possesses

adequate social skills.)A.checked box indicates that the student

does not need further social skills training for the specific

activity. A blank box indicStes that social skill training is

necessary.

Under the column titled "How Assessed", the teacher should
....

note that the activity was assessed through direct observation

qD0), by interviewing' someone familiar with the student (I),'

and/or by reviewing previous educational records (P). Under the

nal eading, "Required Adaptations", the teacher can note the

i'
...

19



TALE 3

-Generic Ecological Analysis.

. .

Generic Envicionment rho mUll fOlaticant

1.

I It

. ,

'a

4

Part I General Information 1
. .. .. ',

.

tudent Activities tlastered.Xcy: ICompistes activity inclependentio t

..1 . .

. ,
Date: . :.Assessed by '''PmCompfeies Darts of ctivIty Independentlye '.

-
... - ' .,

. .
Noted DelisilOr ProiIens: '0Neelis assistance throd#644 actiRty

i
e

. '
Assessment Il4t DO

. ..,
TDirect Observetron. ImIsterview; ,

.
P4'revious Records, ':

,

- Pact III Di:rowans& Assessment. -
.

*
. ' ,

4

Part II _S:drenvIronmedis and ActIvIt es

COURIER

'at Walt In line

b. Place order

c. Piy cashier

d. Take napkin, straw

S. Fat food

01141116 AREA .

a. Carry food

b._ Select table and seat

c. Eat meal

Activities ./Sociai Skills How

Haltered tterrilLia Assessed
. !

1 1

1.00

P

1,

1
01:-!

00

P

DONI

d. Clean up. throw away paper, return tray

C.

P

1

1

DO

1M. W. *
Required Adbptatlons

DO

DO

RESTROOIIS

414 Enter througirdouble doors

b. Use toilet1 stall doors, urinals

c. Wash hands in,sink

.d. "monstrate dresSjAiskills required for toileting

C.

DO

00

p 00

I.

00

26

a

N
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parttotilar adaptations iequired (Or student, participation.

example, the une of a communication board to order fooa'Zs the use

of a ciculator_to count change

adaptations.
.

It is assumed that the generic ecological analysis and.,
discrepancy assessment may

actually. taking the student to. a community training site' and

observing Aim/her complete each.activity. There may,,however,"be

special...circumstances which wpUld require. the generic assessment

,"tcfbe'oomereted ihdoigh diwt bhseivatioo,of mOnharidieapp

15.
For

would he listed as recisired

be completed; .in most canes, wiihOpc

handicapped people'in-this setting.

d and

. i

AS the ecological analysis section (Part II Sub4hvironsOnti
....)

various genericand Activities) of this format is completed for

environments, they may be filed in a library and used repeatedly

for different students and by other teachers. It should be noted

rl'that this stage of conducting ecological analyses stops short of

delineating the specific skills needed to perform the activities.

Such skills can be identified during the second stage of the

greaterecological analysis process. This process is described in

detail in section 1.4.1.1.
1,/

1.2.3 Transition Plans

The movement towards community-based serviZes,has resulted in

an increaling number of severely handicapped individuals

participating in a variety of chronological age-appropriate school

and non - school settings. Severely handicapped individuals no

longer routinely attend the same segregated school from ag -21,

and then move to an activity center where. they remain un it

21

5

16

. ..

-retirement or death, Insteag, many are moving through eleMentary
/ ,.

. -

and middle school into MAP schen]. placements. Beyond high
..

t ..

.schnol, severely handicapped inewiduils have more vocational -and

- residential options available than ever. before. ",As a result- of

this community- -based services trend, severely handicapp$d_.
.

individuals 4arebecoloing -involved in many learnihg, working,-and.

living environments.

'Severely. handicapped ,persons 'fseqq,ii-ty have ,`difficulty
1

,adjusting, adapting,and generiiisioiskilisto new environments.
0.

Without systematic instruction; and longitudinal :preparatory

-experiences focused towards subsequent environments, severely

handicapped students may experience severe transition or

adaptation difficulties upon teaving educational programs. Brown,

Pompton, Baumgart, Ardeventer, Ford; Nilbet, Schroeder,

Gruenewald (1981) present the Individualized Transition Plan as an

educational strategy designed to minimize transition or adaptation

difficulties by preparing individuals for entry into new

environments. Such a\1Plan assists educators and parents in

developing an educational curriculum that' is meaningful and

functionally related to potential subsequent environments.

,no According to Brown, et al (1981) a transition plan should

encompass at least the following seven characteristics.

1. The plan should be comprehensive, and should be
designed and implemented to represent all
curricular domains.

2. The plan should be individualized and shduld
contain precisely stated transition objeCtives,
training activities, materials and evaluation
strategies which are functionally related to
subsequent environments. It cannot be assumed
that all students or clients will have the same
needs in subsequent environments or that they

-
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will even (Action in the sane subsequent
environments.

3. The plan Mould involve integral participation
of parents and gsardi4ns. to assist in targeting
potential environments, delineating

.instructilOnal objeCtives and providing.
assessment information.

4. The plan shouldeinclugle actual participation of
bo0 sending and receiving perSonnel to
determine' what to teach to.best prepare the
individual 61 the subsequent environment. :kills

cooperation may help .to* avol4 curricula
consisting of skills that will not be funckional
irr future . environments, and should .also allow
receiving personnel to redu4e or eliiitinate-time

' spent teaching preppitory sloths that could
. have already been acquired. '

.

5; The plan should **involve related service
personnel who may, bA able to assist' in the
transition procest. For example, a speech
therapisk may 'target the vocabulary that is
required in the next environment and: begin to
build it into the communication program; a
physical or occupational therapist may be able
to recommend adaptations for the new environment
or activities within that environment that will
enable more independent participation.

6. The plan should provide for direct instruction
in a variety of actual subsequent environments
to facilitate generalization and adaptation in
new settings.

7. The plan should be longitudinal. Transitions
cannot . be planned episodically or on a
short-term basis if severely handicapped persons
are to succeed in the next environment.

it is recommended that a transition planning process be,

initiated for students when they .first. enter an educational

program, and that it be coordinated with the IEP process to ensure

the development of preparatory educational curricula. A

transition planning process is presented in Table A. A detailed-
.

explanation of each component of this process, as well as sample

forms, may be found in Appendix B of this manual.

23
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. TABLE 4 . .

,Tsansitton'Planaing- Process

_._

WHEN MOOT ENTERS PROGRAM ANNUALLY PRIOR TO TRANSITION 6 MONTHS PRIOR TO TRANSItON

--Ir.

a. Identify,case manager(s) in
targeted subsequent environment(s),

b.
.

Familiarize case manager(s) with
student;

c. Consult with case manager(s).

d. Identify specific IEP goals and
objectives to address If appropriate.

e. Arrange for transition of support
services.

f, Arrange for parents to visit
targeted placements.

.

g. Delineate4follow-up strategies.

h. Arrange for student to visit new
placement.

.

I

.

a. Identify potential subsequent envi-
ronments and service providers

b. Contact parents to dilcuss and
identify additional potential
subsequedt environments.

c. Visit subsequent environment(s)
and conduct ecological analysis to
identify requisite skills and behaviors.

d. Meet with potential service providers
to discuss transition concerns and plan
for program coordination.

e. Meet with support service personnel
to obtain relevant assessment infor-
motion and coordinate educational
programs

f. Conduct discrepancy assessments to
assist !n delineating IEP goals and
objectives.

g. Delineate potential IEP goals and
objectives.

h. Provide training on transition-
related skills in the next environ-
ments) or in settings which closely
approximate them.

i
..

. o

'a. Attempt ,to pinpoint,potential.
placements:

b. Update parent inventory.
'

c. Update ecological analyses,

d. Meet with support servItt personnel.

e. Update ditcrepancy assessments.

f. Provide training on transition-related
skills.

.

POST TRANSITIM Sending and receiving personnel *clement follow-up strategies.

24
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It should be noted' that many of the steps outlined in the

transition planning process coincide with components of the IEP

process. Most transition-related activities can be carried out

while conducting the pre-IEP activities by simply considering -

subsequent placements. For example, discussing potential

placements with parents can be done during the parent interview by

inclining transi ion-related questions on the parent inventory.

4Priority enviro :ents in which ecological analyses are conducted

can include potential future as well as current -environments.

Assessment information can be obtained to indicate how weli'the

student performs activities required in future placements, and in

what areas training will be needed. When-prioritizing goals and

objectives to be included in the IEP, instructional needs related
. -

to future transitions should be considered. .As the date of. the

transition approaches, the amount of emphasis.placed on transition
.

concerns during the IEP process should increases

transition- related goals and objectives should become more .

'specific o th target placements, and instructional programs

should be "desjgned to 'promotes!, generalization to the new

, tenvironment.

I

1.4.4 Potential IEP Goats and Obiaclies

The completed parent inventory, discrepancy assessment, and

transition plan will enable the teacher to identify activities in

which the student needs instrupeion. As depicted in Table 5,

these activities may be listed on the form entitled "Potential IEP

Goals and Objectives. 'Additional potential IEP, goals and

objectives may be obtained from support service personnel and

25
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other relevant assessments. . Upon completion of the entire

asnessment process, the teacher-wilt have a list oi, potential

goals and objectives to present at.the IEP meeting. This list can

serve as a framework for discussing and prioritizing the needs of

the student and finalizing Oettaelection .of IEP goals and

objectives.

TABLES

_Potential 1EP Goils_sad Objectives

WUPAnnwpanumwri
P . PLACE ODD

mor_skutis. PAT DAB DPIN1PDA

1.

.
a.

1,

AVIUSIL/ral V.
a. DE DAUS mut a:

susr mess

a. MliPALMLUE a.
- 1. 1.

-a.

a.

1.

SummarY of Pre-IEP Activities

summarizes recommendedTable 6

fn.
a.

a.

1.

c-

pre- IEP ities

inclusion in the expanded IEP process. As mentioned in

for

%the

footnote, the asterisks denote those activities that are typically

performed by teachers during the traditional IEP planning process.

.10 t -ow t , r I 26
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TABLE 6

Conducting Pre-tEP Activities

1, Conant Parent Inventory.

Z. Cone.it aaaaa 91c.1 aftlytto 0 orforlty
envIvonvonts,

.3. tonAoct duscreoanto issistasal.

M. tonftti pump' ssssss non.

5. 'egoe dovtiotont at tranSition old*.

Sal.ct potant141 ItP loaf 4.0 oJolthil.

Ittett acttylefet Iv! typical Iv already frOviannid try
t.hthn.I 410'4,9 th. 1.101tIOnnt Ith oncost.

1.3 Conducting the ;IEP Meeting

40

' It is recommended that the following four Items be addressed

at the IEP meetings 1) finalizing the selection of IEP goals and

objectives; 2) completing the required sections of the IEP: 3)

finalizing the transition plant and. 4) finalizing the

parent-teadher communication system. A brief description of how

each of these items may be completed is provided below.

.1 Selecting /EP coals and'ObJectives
O

The teacher should present the listi*of potential IEP goals

and objeCtives at the IEP meeting. It should be explained that

the list was developed by synthesizing the information derived

from discrepancy assessments, consultations with parents and

support staff, and other relevant assessments. The tee team

should cooperatively prioritImpthe'objectives and select those to

be 'addressed in the current IEP.

274..

1.3.2 Completing the IEP

The remaining components ofthe IEP which are required by law

must be addressed at the IEP meeting. In addition to listing the

annual goals and short term instructional oVdEtives, a

description of the student's pre)4sent level of fOnctioning must be

Included. To expedite the .meetings. the teacher could prepare

summaries of the

present them at

procedures and

assessment results in each area in advance and'.

the meeting. Objective criferia. evaluation'

Schedules for -measuring' progress must be

delineated. The extent to which the student will participate in a

regular education program must be specified, along with a

description of all special education and related- services that the,

student is to receive. Finally. the projected dates for beginning .

the program and its anticipated duration must be included.

1.3.3 Finalizing- the Transition Plan

When selecting goals and objectives to include in $.he: IEP.

emphasis should be placed on those which are directly related to

future transitions. At the elementary level. all goals and'

objectives should be related to increased participation in current

and potential future environments, although. the majority of goals

may target current environments. For example, goals in the

domestic domain may focus on increased participation oin the

student's home environment. At the high school level, however,

the majority of the goals should be directly related to

transitioning the student into ,futurp recreational, work. and

28
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living environments, such as 'supervised employment and stalled

apartments. It is essential that the IEP team determine the

immediacy of 'the transition needs and ensure that transition

reiated goals and ohjectivei are given priority. Appendix

.4

offers suggestions on

plan.

how to develop an individualized transition

1.3.4 Finalizing the Parent/Teacher Communication System

Selection of an appropriate system(s) lot maintaining ongoing

contact between the parents and teacher should have been,made

during the parent interview. as described in Section 1.2.1 and

Appendix A. At that time, the types of information to be shared

and a tentative schedule for communicating should also have been

discussed. Once the IEP goals and objectives have been selected.

the parents and teacher may

the information they would like to communicate. They may also

Einalize the schedule and select a date (or beginning. Any

addipolaCconcerns should be addressed at this time. so that both

parties are comfortable with their decisions regarding the

communication system Ilfior to its implementation. Both the

parents and the teacher should be flexible enough to allow lot

modifications of the system as the need arises.

want.to,further specify the nature of

1.3.5 Summary of IEP Meeting Activities

Table 7 summarizes activities completed during the IEP

meeting.,

29
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TABLE 7

Conducting the IEP Meeting

Select 140 posh and abjactfaet.

2. Canpleat II..

). mosse tiranslaloo plan

4. noose ponatit..cbtr tOAICat140 Witte*

ittivItIOS ag* appletIlp al pfvfOrr44
' ap tfatINTO 40,1144 lM krOditlaPfl MP process

s4

1.4 Implementing the Total Education Progralb

1.4.1 Implementing the IENLObJectives

The objectives included in the IEP target activities that the

student should learn to per farm. When developing instructional

programs, it will be necessary to analyze the activities further

to identify the specific skills to be taught. Table B provides an

example of how IEP goals and objectives can be task-analyzed for

instructional purposes. Once the activities are sufficiently

analyzed, instructional procedures should be developed and partial

participation strategies Can be delineated.

Another important consideration in implementing IS

objectives 'is determining where to teach Oe activity. It is

essential that functional skills be taught and assessed in the

natural environments where they will ultimately be performed in

order to ensure that generalization occurs. It cannot be. assumed

that severely handicapped students who can perform an activity in

the classroom (e.g.. counting money) can also perform that

activity in the actual environment (e.g., grocery store).

Commiunity-based training provides instruction in the actual

environment so that students learn to perform the activities under

30
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conditions
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and at the criteria required by the natural

environment.

Some activities, however, may also be addressed in school to

give the student additional practice. Simulated settings may be

devised to approximate the actual setting, and teachers can emp14

.instructional procedures that may not be practical or possible in

community settings, such as repeated practice and errorless

learning. In the sample task analysis depicted in Table 8,

several of the activities could-also be taught in school. The

student could practice placing an order, paying the cashier,

putting on and taking off his/her coat, and eating appropriately

in a simulated.restaurant, for example. Some of these activities

could also be practiced at other times and in other locations,

including the student's home. In-school icommunitreference0

training can be very.beneficial in promoting studentprogtess, but

it must be used in conjunction with community-based training to

achieve maximum effects.

1.4'.1.1 Phase II- Ecological Analysis Process. As previously

discussed, the ecological analysis/discrepancy assessment process

has been divided into two discrete stages. Stage I, the

completion of generic ecological analysis, is explained in Section

1.2.2.1 of this manual. During Stage II of the process, specific

training sites are selected and individualised task analyses of

specific training activities are developed foi the particular

student and training site. Subenvironments and activities to be

included in the specific ecological analysis will be determined by

the identified IEP goal and objective for each student.

3.1
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TABLE 8

Sample Task Analysis of IEP Goals and Objectives

Potential'IEP Goals and Objectives

1. Use fast food restaurant

a. Order meal

b. cashier

c. Eat appropriately

d.

11. Use public bus

a. logyd bus

b. Ride bus

c.' Depart bus

d.

111. Do laundry

a. Sort clothes

b. Use washer

c. Use dryer

d. Fold clothes

a

-ANNUAL GOAL:

Given access to a fast food restaurant, the student will earry
out all activities required to purchase and eat a meal
independently on 3 consecutive occasions.

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES;

1. Upon entering a fast food restaurant, the student will
approach the counter and order a meal appropriately
within 30 seconds onS consecutive occasions.

2, When the cashier verbalizes' the amount owed. the
student will give the cashier the neat highest dollar
amount of bills within 30 seconds and receive change
on S consecutive occasions.

3. Upon obtaining a meal at a fast food restaurant,
the student will eat appropriately and independently
on S consecutive occasions.

IASY ANALYSIS

I. Enter restaurant
2. Wait In line/approach counter

3. Select items to be ordered
4. Order within 30 seconds.of cue from counter person
S. Take out wallet
6. Remove way
7. Pay cashier within 30 seconds of cue from counterperson
B. Receive change
9. Put change in wallet

it
10. Take utensils, napkins
II. Pick up its
12. Use condiments
13. Locate empty table
14. Remove and store Coat
IS. Sit down

16. Prepare food
17. Eat appropriately

a. Rate: finish one mouthful beton; taking another
b. Amount: entire bites must fit(lnuouth
C. Use correct utensils

d. Use napkin efficiently with S seconds of having food visible on face,
hands, clothes

18. Oisposp of trash/tray
19. Put on coat -

20. Leave restaurant

32



An initial step in the process is the development of tra

Sites. Through the particular process, identified by tach chool

district, both in-school (community - referenced) and co unity
0

training sites may be developed. Table 9 depicts the type of

ning

information that should be collected for each training site once

it has been approved for use. A file of approved in-school

community .trainin sites should be accumulated as sites

and

are

developed. Once it has been determined through the !BP process

that community-based or community-referenced

appropriate for a particular student,

file to determine which specific

apprdPrAate for training. For

through the generic ecological

the teacher

site wou''d

neIr

analysis /discrepancy

example, if

training is

may access the

be the most

a is identified

assessment

process to teach a student to use a fast food restaurant, the

teacher could go to the approved training site file to obtain the

information necessary to schedule training in a specific iast food

restaurant.

Once the training site is determined and time is scheduled

for training, the teacher should complete the specific ecological

analysis and discrepancy assessment to determine the students'

specifi

a speci

the col

Goats/Obj

meet the ne

be listed.

training'needs. Table 10 depicbs a format for conducting

ecological anis and discrepancy assessment. Under

headed "Individualized Program Steps for IEP

", the specific training steps individualized to

dl-of the student and the specific training site would

33



TABLE 9

Approved Training Sites

GENERIC ENVIRONMENT: Fast-food restaurant

/RAINING SITE: R4091191d'A

ADDRESS: Sank Street. Burlintton. Vermont

PRONE! 658-3656

COMACT PERSON: P.1.

POSITIONS manager

TYPE OP PACILTTY/SERVICIS AVAILABLES Fast food restaurant. will hire

handicapped

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: Public

Nogg; 7:30 a.s. - 11:00 p.m.

COST: very inexpensive

ACCESSIBILITY FOR HANDICAPPED, Persons confined to wheelchairs may need help

with doors and must sit on ends of booths. tables. bathrooms arCaccessible.

COMMITS/SPECIAL CONCERNS:

11*

34

TABLE 10

Specific Ecolokical Assessment'

Generic Environments Fast-food restaurant

Specific Environment: McDonald's

IEP Cosi/Objective! The learner will purchase food add

eat at a last -food restaurant.

Date: 5-1743

Assessed by: Sue L. Abessmant Key: ICompletes stop independently0

F0Completes step with putts'

assietanca

Student: J. B.

Goren physical issietance

Individualised Program Stepe

for ItF ttoaliObiective

Scot.
r

Comments on Social BehsViov

ll. Enters restaurant

2. Takes out communication aid P -

3. Chooses item 0 Rocking while weitieln line

4. Waits /approaches P , Rocking 0 -

S. Orders P lie eye contact with %safeties ..

6. Puts coemunication aid away I

7.%/akes out wallet 'Pi

4

8. Removes money P

9:. Pays
..

0
MOM

10. Waits for change P Rocking

11. Puts change posy I %.

12. Puts wallet sway I .

13. Picks up item P

14. Locates sear

IS. Puts item on table . I ,

16. Removes coat P

17. Harms up coat P

18. Sits down I .'

19. Gets napkin P

02d, Puts napkin on lap P
% 1, ...,

.

21. Prepares food 0

22. Eats P Rocking
.

23. Uses napkin
.

0 .

- ,

I%)

co

24. Disposes of trash. .

.

. P

25. Returns trel, P

305
26. Puts on coat P

27. Exits restaurant
__.
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The student would then be taken to the training site and

asked to perform the necessary skills (e.g., order and eat lunch

at McDonald's). Each step of the task analysis could then be

scored as: 1) completes step independently (1); completes step

with partial assistance (P); or 3) completes step with full

physical assistance (0). 'Under the heading "Comments on Social

Behavior", the teacher would list behavior problems and/or lack of

social skills for each elteR. The information gained through this

process would then form the basis for the development of an

individualized instructional program to teach the mpecific

and social behavior 'necessary for independent use of the

environment. It should be'noted tltk the scoring system is an

example. Teacher should develop a scoring system to meet the

needs of each student.

1.4.2 Implementing the Transition Plan

The teacher maintains responsibility for ensuring that the

activities delineated in the transition plan are carried out

according to the schedule agreed upon at the IEP meeting. ibis

may require confirming pliins for meetings and reminding others of

their responsibilities. As each activity is completed, the

teacher should document the informalipn as described in Section 4

of Appendix

Activities).

S (Scheduling and Documenting Traniltion-Related

The transition plan format provided in Section 1 may

assist teachers in carrying out this task. Activities and dates

from the transition plan may be transferred to a master calendar

to enable the teacher to keep up with

responsibilities.

36
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transition plan

6
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1.4.3 implementing the Parent/Teacher Communication System

/-At the IEP meeting, the teacher and parents should have

agreed upon a method and schedule for maintaining ongoing

contacts. Teachers should be sure to do their part in'iditiating

and maintaining contacts with the parents. Parents may need

support and encouragement in getting started as well as continuing

this contact. After parents and teachers experience the benefits

of such communication, they often enjoy maintaining it.

1.4.4 Summary of IEP implementation Activities

Table 11 depicts the activities involved when implementing

the M. As described in the footnote, the asterisks denote those

Activities Oil are typically performed by teachers during the

traditional IEP process.

TABLE 11

Implementing the UP

1, Tait aparyl. It' les11 old OPICtivio into Of4chlof

2. po,*lep tafteuctlomal programs.

.3. bald, ale* Sk$111 V*414 I* twilit.

0. laplesait transition 'Ian.

hOlemint PIOot/tiachtv co solcatton %rites.

qftese actlyttlei are tr044410, 41,w40, Orfoovqd ty
Uachers durlm, LM tetettliwAl pecan,
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1.5 Summary of the Expanded IEP Process

Table 12 is a compilation of Tables 1, 6, 7, and 11. It is

depicted here to summarize the entire expanded LEP process and

suggested activities. It should be emphasized that the activities

listed are suggested and in no way constitute a complete listi46

of possible activities. The order in which activities' are

conducted should be flexible and tailored to the needs of

students, parents, teachers and individual school systems. It is,

however, strongly suggested that the 'activities listed be

accomplished in a systematic manner.

0.0

I

TA8LE 12

Summary of the Expanded 1EP Process

alaaaieg acemICP ketivitige

I. Pou.. etudeac meads.
2. CaosAlt eurcleolum quideLinee.
3. COnlait tom/amity taeautca guide,.
4. identity potential educational. vocational, taei ttttt

e nd eobmunIty anviconmonte for which trainied
e adf l fag bey to ***dad.

S. Identity potential im.echool epoiconmenta for ohich
tttttt eg. intoyeation. andfos ttttt itfen plasm eley be
needed.

t. eagle Mannino pa Olggi tttttt gg 415160.

Camdertlan Peo.ter eatleltles.

i. Conduct parent i
1. Conduct ecologicat analyeaa of velocity ermiconmente.
1. conduct ttttt *peaty aeealmmeet.
4. toadoei lathes COS&Weat ESOaSSOWAS.
S. Segln .14VtiOprent or ccansicioe plan.

cf. detect potential tee 90010 and 01411051vO4.

ceed.mcino the IC meatiall

.1. Select Ice goal. aed objectives.
1. Complete 157.
1. steel's@ traesition
4. 'teatime p /teacher COMM. a10100.

leolemottleg_tbe If e.

1. Tess emeiyea Ice ggATs Jowl Ob,oelleee tote leachieg elope.
N. oauelop ttttt oetio programa.
1. Decide where eeille ouLd be caogbr.
4. laelemenc ttttt ition 040.

S. 00pIthenr ttttttt tagChgt eommuoicatliee overdo.

laces .cti ttttt ace typically already pectormed
by cal.%ess dosing the ccedicional itio prorate.
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2.0 TOR IN-SCROOL SOCIAL INTEGRATION CONPONNNT

The goal of the In-School Social Integration Component is to

improve the frequency and quality of social interactions between

severely handicapped and nonhandicapped students in school

settings,, sokhat they may becoMe *specie): friends". The model
r

"... *
has three sUbgoalst 1) increasing_ opportunities 06r so ial

interactions; 2) enhancing social interactions wi il the

established opportunities, and 3) maintaining the opport ratite.

Strategies for increasing, enhancing and maintaining. social

interaction opportunities will be addressed separately, although

gvey are all interrelated.

The Burlington model suggests that specific pitrategies u d

to increase, enhance and maintain social interactions s uld be
r

individualized to meet the particular needs and characteristics of

individual schools. However, even though the strategies should

vary, the pLqess for deriving the strategies may be similar

across schools. All teachers of severely handicapped learners may

VII

follow a similar process b) eeltify strategies for: obtaining

administrative and parent supp a; identifying and creating social

interaction opportunities, recruiting nonhandicapped students to

interact with severely handicapped students: and promoting
..; .

positive attitudes toward .lintegration. The Burlington model
.

developed a social integration plan to assist teachers of severely

handicapped students in identifying and implementing strategies

for their own school. The following section is devoted to

describing a social integration plan and providing guidelines for
ky

developing and impleisenting it in a public school.
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2.1 The Social Integration Plan

A social integration plan delineates strategies that may be ,

used to increase social interactions between severely handicapped

students and nonhandicapped individuals in the school setting.

The process for developing such a plan is described in this

section, and forms which may be helpful in developing,

implementing and evaluating the plan are presented. Prior to

describing how to develop a social integration plan, it may be

helpful to share some of the feedback received from teachers who

have utilized this proceks.

The forms referred to in this section are toOls which may

provide teachers with assistance in conceptualizing and developing

a social integration plan. Blank copies of these forms may be

found in volume vi. The forms may be most beneficial to teachers

and schools for which planning social Interactions is a new

endeavor. Teachers,Zypically indicate that after they have used

the forms to complete the planning process once, continued use of

them is not mandatory. The commitment of 'the teacher and the

development of positive working relationships with other staff in

the school serve to sustain the social interaction activities.

It is recommended that a task force be formed to develop the

social integration plan.

team of people from

administrators, regular

This task force should be comprised of a

the local school district, such as

and special education teachers, 'support

staff and interested parents. The purpose of soliciting, input

from these people is to avoi he perception that social

integration is solely a special education venture and to allow the

schOo to feel that it has ownership of the project. Teachers who
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have used task fpices to develop mod implement social integration

plans indicate that task force input was invaluable. However',

teachers caution. that task force meetings should be kept to 6

minimum. People on the task force typAsally have busy schedules

and are hesitant to cemmit themselves, to frequent task force

meetingk. A strategy that some teachers have found effective is

to call the group a planning 'team rather than a task force. For

many administrators

implies that they

number of meetings

only been necessary

and teachers, participating in a task force

are committing themselves to a substantial

and additional work. In many cases, it has

to have planning meetings twice a year* once

at the beginning to confirm plans for the current year, and once

at the end to begin planning for the following year. Teachers

indicate that it is often more convenient to update people at

regularly scheduled staff meetings and to meet with people on an

individual basis throughout the year, rather than to convene

formal task force meetings.

Teachers who have imp'emented social integration plans have

engaged in such activities as making presentations at staff

meetings, making presentations to regular education classes,

recruiting peer tutors- and buddies, and jointly planning

interaction activities with regular edu ation teachers. The

special education teachers indicate that a a result of the social

interaction activities, they and their students are being more

readily accepted in the schools. Although' developing and

implementing a social integration plan takes time and effort,

teachers have found this time and effort to be very worthwhile.
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plan

Steps:

IP

The development and implementation of a social Integration

can be accomplished by performing the following

1. recruiting task force members:
7

2./conducting task force meetings to generate
strategies' for obtaining further support for the
project and promoting social interactions in
school;.

3. scheduling social integration activities: and

4. monitoring and evaluating the plan.

four

Each of these steps are discussed in the following sections of

this manual.

2.1.1 Recruiting -Task Force Members

The person(s) initiating the development of a social

integration plan should begin by defining strategies for obtaining

Support for the plan from administrators, parents and other school

personnel. As depicted in .Table 13, these strategies can be .!.

listed in Part I of the Social Integration Plan (Strategies for

Recruiting Task Force Members). The three columns following the.

strategies can be used to indicate whether the strategy was usdel

when it was implemented and its 'perceived effects. This

information will provide a permanent record for use by current and

future task force members.

Atter implementing the strategies for soliciting support. an

initial task force meeting should be scheduled. Since task force

activities will be facilitated by administrative support, the

building principal and other administrative personnel (e.g.,

guidance counselors) should be encouraged to attend this meeting

r
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MOLE )3

Social Integration Plan

Stratenirs for Pecruitom Talk force ours.ri

APW131STRATOAS

Arrange nesting to diveust ois4

Request suggest lent for ensuring
teacher support

Invite Principal to attend meeting

Discuss including articles On the
Social InteraCtiOn Project In the
school newsletter De sent to
administrators I personnel
and parents i ing'bhem of tom
status of the project

itiOftlIS Ah0 SUPPORT

Conduct %%service to describe our
clefs

Speall to teachers and moppet staff
Indivtdually

Seed invitacions to all teachers and
support staff to attend fleet
meeting

Meal

Send ichool newsletter which describes
the project to parents of all stu-
dents attending the school

Invite parents of the severely handl
sopped to visit glass and attend
tint meeting

mint

Speak with elfotOria staff, custodial.

secretaries. librarians, set.. about
the project and invite them to attend
first netting

I Aft
Used

pate

WS

1014

10/t

_ Sill

Gond idea to begin Or
discussing oleo with
principal, fteceived

MAY helpful sug-
gestions and inferwativ
retarding pokcy
consideracions

Articles

sere received by op%
and positive s

reading the newsletter

s

Coed to do before
sending idritettene

Mitoter of 0100000
date

gstis,vod Istebiek fro+
sivors1 parents, both
positive and negative

JOS attendance

ID/Id Eseeilent. Only two
staff attended noting
but 'Any *summit
interest in airline,.
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and become task force members. Invitations should also be

extended to regular education teachers, support staff and other

individuals who have expresued interest in promoting social

interaction activities. School administrators should be asked to

recommend additional staff members who may wish ro participate.

At the initial task force meeting, the rationale for the

project and the functions of the task force should be explained

using'the guidelines outlined in'Table 14. Task,force members may

then be listed in Parr II of the Social integration Plan, as shown

in Table lS.

2.1.2 Conducting Task Force ,Meetings

As mentioned previous yr initiators of the social integration

plan may meet with task force members informally on an individual

basis, or may arrange regularly scheduled task force meetings. If

a formal meeting is arranged, it should have a specific agenda'

which is task-orienred. Collaboration with the, school

administrator who is on the task force is helpful when planning

the agenda, since greater involvement on the part of the school's

alkinistration may result in increased credibility and support for

the project. At the end of each task force meeting, the

proceedings should be summarize and the agenda. time and location

of the next meeting should be set. Meetings should not be

scheduled unless there are specific tasks to be accomplished.

One putii6eLof the task force meetings is to develop,

implement and evaluate strategies for soliciting additional

support from administrators, parents, teacher, and other school

personnel. These strategies may be listed in Part III of the

Soc'ial Integration Plan, as illustrated in Table 16.
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TABLE 14

Functions of the Sogittlnteraqjon, Task. Force

1. lee gin purpose* Or the task forte OM to 1 te stretegies for a) obtslaing
further support for the ProJect end b) Oramsdlod sociel Into I in Ochool.

2. The Sash tarot should be asked to provide guldens& end tudeetSiOns on the
retteetng Item necessary for dev1100114 a Wet Interaction P161.

1. activitIct and school Nivireareatt layette tale; Integretlea
end tote s can be 44444 Hated;

b. strategies for eacoureging sae recroltiog aorAvoidicaped korai,*
to participate In the projects

c. strategies For provadlag laformetles to nadoendlcedded leerier* se
handicatg sad model 'n141,11004

d. strategies for rviding Intermitted, tO roother Seedier, and stare on
handltepl. sottop;

o
latogratton end tee pject;

e. strategics for including tdetetito en hinticeet end 'Octal lateoretlea
with.% the regular curriculum tote el Including wig en aaaaa 1 late.

lrettan es part Of e social sullies or clvIct curriculums

f. strategies for tretaled aonheadicePped peers OS 'oaten, latOrsct with
th0 hsodlcOPOOS

1. Sirstadil, for facilitating led allatelaing a c1eSe workless relationship
between specie' end regular educetto* toddlers la tee betiding: and

h. strategies far ennahelag support row the PreJect threetheet the School.

I. Once the gods' j Melillo hes been Implemented. the task foree thenli
develop methods for making It en Instite aaaaa Itgee part of the school enteral..

TABLE 15

II. Social Integration Task Force Members

!BO.

Arta C.

Carol F

Sob N.

.JoAm_1/..

0011 N

Boris P.

Teacher Strerotr tweleendee fSNJ

effect el

lanamitAthohnlit__-.
Ow, Ittnneroarten

Teethe, . Crude 1

tabrarl e
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4 TABLE 16

III. Slratemies for So IlcitIn Additional Supptirl

4203tSteli

Princleal it test force
softer sod Included in future
planning and evalociod

Assistant Principal will be
kept interned of all two..-
.sent% Of One plan

School newsletters will be
lent to Softie Education
cddrenscors, Superintendent,

and assistant Severinteneenc
of Scheel'

...-=;-==.
Pusan Out

nrirn...u.r rr.wr

Printing' beereifvo

SO leacher Itospento

itACHEIM MO SUPPORT Sniff

Present Wale% of the plea
SC ace ferule,' Mean, and
Invite tuggetglont for ed.
provewonts

SO leacher will provide 1111
et Meares' for InCludIng In.
}corvette', ee tetenicliVe with
liondicapped Mole In Social
Stud's% curriculum

hoofer terries prow NM"III be asked to do Prte401.
,,,teat ie regular clastes
coscribing the services they
'polies (Career awareness far

nd Students)

P221

3ewsle en will bo sent go

ove
all rents ',duetting their

co ncs and ideas

gLNYI

Princtpal.
Se leacher

All fatuity mortert
aware of reject

Sii Teacher deli OP OM }tether

Principal Host Students offered
positive feedbaCt

SN Teacher Received feedback
fnue26 aunts,
pest [Ivo and negative

School staff workers (e.g..
eafeteria workers, cdcreccrsii,
nurse) .01 renown the social
IrcprIcslon newsletter k* in-
},rs Chew tevc tee plan and
ask for ideas end resents

t. c

IN leacher
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Another goal of the tank force In to 40volop npcific

slrategien for promoting noetal interactionn. union Part IV,

these ntrateuien may bra organ1;n4 into the follow nq four

categorieat a) promoting interactions between severely h lldicapped

and nonhandicapped students; b) promoting inteiactio10 between

teverely handicapped students and school personnel, c) promoting

attitudinal changes: and d) making the project an ongoing part of

the school

strategies.

program. Table 19 presents examples of l such

2.1.3 Scheduling Social Interactions

As the plan is being put into effect. a Social Interaction

Schedule (Part V.0 of the plan) should be completed by the special

education teacher to depict the social interaction activities in

which each severely handicapped student will be involved. This

schedule will be helpful in monitoring and evaluating the Social

Integration Plan. For each activity, the schedule should indicate

the time and days when it will occuit the location. which

handicapped and nonhandicapped students will be involved. and who

will supervise the activity. 'Pablo 10 presents a completed Social

Interaction Schedule.

2.1.1 monitoring and Evaluating the Plan

once the plan Is complete, the strategies and procedures

outlined may be implemented to afford maximal interactions between
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TABLE 17

1V. 5amPlo Strategies for Promoting Social Interactions

/fled81110 NOON4N0ICAS010 IlVOCKIS

Asa each teacher to identify
student' interested in the

ProJect

fessitute Peer tutoring diugran;
yolk students IS carry Out
Peewees see collect Om for
grades and smelt

Institute peer buddy prevail 01
e ',stunt**. basis

Recruit students through sshool
annpuncenensS end short preset.,
tations to int 1

hainstrens SN students during
recess. lunch*, Ph aaaaa 1 Educe.

thin, and library time with
SOSISSeade of interested teachers

WIT* SCM001. PERSONA.

Provide support to regular
garners wnen SN stedent$ are
integrated to help them fn.

tttttt effectively

Assist intereSfed cafeteria
scarf. library 'toff. school

nurses, 4ustedians. etc., In
interacting with severely
handicatiote student*

Pilem)7100 A1T11110INAL Ci0JI6ES

Maintain high viSibilfty (lunch-
roan, aim, diaygnotn4 hall),
to that nonparticipating
teachers Sad Students wiS1 note
Involwmens of others

out articles In 1 news-
letters to Inform personnel Of
progress. request cements and
Ideas, and Invite additional

Participation

remot .100,11es and invite in.

Out al faculty meetings

MAKING 715 **MO Am cucomM
Samt-or, 1.1E strcoMmocua

Make 10t101 intefaccion
articles a regular feature of
scSool remstetise

Palle Social Interaction re.
port{ a part of every reset-
tr westing

Offer Peer Tan. and Pee.
Owedy Programs as part of
, ichoor$ extra marquis.
2C:fritieS

tocoorase teachers to +Ado*
Land on imeratting with no
aammtapme as a pars of the
"Axial currisulte
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Parton IOW
nslbl leoiemmtee

SO teacher 11/16

SN faache 11116
I Odle

SW feeder ' 11/14

Odes

IN leather 10/18

SN leacher
2nd grade

masher,
Librarian

SN Teacher

aim*

IN Teacher

A aided

10/10

10/28

and as
needed

10/31
and a$
needed

SW Teacher dally

SN Teacher 11/2

Principal

and SN
leacher

SN Teacher
and PrIhs1441

10/17

Principal 10/17

and monthly
thereafter

Principal G

SN leacher

PriacIP41 11/14
as faculty
meeting

SOS Aesponse

22 students interested

11 volunteers

as above

411 Student{ min.
streamed s hour daily.
eo negative feeexack.

Feedback likolcaton
that this was hold.
ful, Few redueStS,
hOweve..

Uokosoo

ea,. received Aced.

bete from parents,
school personnel Sod
stUde aaaaa SO'S

positive and negative

Noe to Holt nailing
list due to cat

&talent 411

testes.% are *ram
Of ProJeCt

lisry active program

Term soothers re.
mmstse resources For
oveloolog a gals
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TABLE 18

V. dial Interaction Schedule

Nandi

42

Students honhendicepood Stveleves Stervis,....
So toile...11 visit
other classroom
for schedulte
activitieS

4:10
10.10:30
1.1:30

I:30-2

N-Ni
N.N-F

N-N-f
N.M,

Ifs grade
2nd grade

let grads
2nd ivIde

'S14

8111. Joe, John.
nary, Sandra. Sob,
Silt. Very

lot graders
2nd traders
TM graders
lit "riders

lit 1, achr
2nd g, tchf
2nd gr. tchr
1st gr. tsar

.....-

IN/or tutor! work
with SN stueentS

10.10:40

1:1S2:00

-c

11-F

Nf

......

clasSr000
and 10cAteoes
ober, Ore
greening is
to occur ,

8111. Joe, John,
Nary. Sob, Sandra

'

.......

1odd. Leslie, Nancy.
Ion, Click. Ann

i

Stlec111..te!..

e aides

Peer buddies r

gfn. rites* a
lunch

0.4:30
10-10130

-12110

1-111
M.F
N-f

GA
Playground
ltothr000.

1

All SN student' Varela, Sill, 80,
Wye', Chilly, Nilly

Sr/eclat to.

S 4140$

,
/4

GO to I. 000000 g

Center with

Peer tutors

1

2.:30

2-2:30

11

v

learning
rooter

-
Sandy. Bab, Mart,
Joe

feed, its, Olck,

Nary
taming
tooter
staff

Commuhlsy-based

shopping actIvi
ty

2.200 M. 8 Shopping
center

8111 John Ann. tali. . Seettal tor

the severely handicapped students and nonhandicapped peers and

adults. The task force members should meet periodically to

monitor implementation 4f the strategies and recommend necessary

adjustments. This may be accomplished by a) reviewing Parts III

and IV of the plan to ensure implementation and to determine the

relative effectiveness of each strategy and b) reviewing the

Social Interaction Schedule to assess the.types and frequency of

social interaction activities for each severely handicapped

student.

A summary of the Social Integration plan should be completed

by- the special education teacher at least yearly and should

include;

a. results of the 'strategies implemented to obtain
support far the project;

b. results of the strategies implemented to promote
social interactions;

c. recommendations for continuing, and implementing
the plan;
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Tanis 19 provides an example of much a lummacy.

The completed Social Integration Plan may be used to cepOr4+

results to parents and teachers, and may serve as a basis for

articles in the school or community newspapers.. In subsequent

,..,"yeace the plan may be updated and used by various special

educators in the school. Social Integration Plans may also be

shared with interested teachers from other schools to assist them

in developing their own plans.

TABLE 19

VI. Sample Summary _0e4 Evaluation

A. 11telLut4latestlii7lemeette te.htilo Smoot Ter iv* hrskitcl

Prtectivtlit.UteLmeijeffietilm vet Influeettel 11 el Iciilhe lemon

easel oteKetteLIktLib112ei vied very van 'elective
plehhush tout Panel' heiLL!te heathen eh het_tehohtt the protect.

Tee oo.thetir oniclos .o,t oat .ith_entAusiasttt smolt

1. 1ii eI thLarduletleelteeetell_te amt' Social intqftstites_
Alt Sr hteeteh* iron emidgps le Knott,* .4th wawa Welled pion

toothy Of jelleaCtt c ClipaAvizt,Tiemr_
futon and oft, oodool oreg_oon offoc(1.0 tvolosoo ood000rzh000.

nit reerviietel Strategies vent_e_nelleet.

I, Irempewdetlows fee CionSlredee one tio.0,1411 the elm

LI2W2/ "0., alettlfttiC PrOC460/3_14ESP4-11V1.1093.4 SChttalOol or

re, tutors and buteln, teeth** liektctes In the wslotelf.ond

ergifocatiomy_4( faci,011 let lags. lAt_het_thet(ew to toltAil_tAoelvesent

rrow thsttkiHchers sod ;amilts tONO aft net Aweepettee, %crap..

0401106.1 hash tole wqtAeri. Scotthve htftleAtet eetOtAgo. 74,11

fere. metlees 144,4 ail, be'cont10144.
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3.0 COMMUNITY INTEGRATION comPomert

The goat of the Community Integration Component is to impcovo

the frequency and quality of social interactions between sciecelt

handicapped students and nonhandicapped persons in general

community settings. Methods to achieve thin goal include: 1)

teaching severely handicapped students l
ito participate more

independently in community settings: 12) teaching Rocial

interaction skills as integral components ,of ail activities of

daily living; 3) *using community-based and. community- referenced

approaches Or teaching the skillsand 4) providing information

#
r

to.communi y members on how to interact with severely handicapped
4 ' ,

students.

Within this section, strategies for developing the Community'

Inaication Component and the relationihips between' the Community

Integration Component, community-based and community-referenced

training, and the Parent Involvement Component will be discussed.

For a comprehensive description of the Community Integration

Component, refer to volume II,Burlington's.Nakine Special Friends

Project: Mel Overview.

4e
3.1 Relationship Between the CommunitY Integration Component and

Community-Based and Community-Referenced Trmininq

Community-based training refers to the assessment and

training of skills in the environments in which they will

ultimately be performed. Community-referenced training refers to

training on skills required in community settings which takes

place in the classroom c4i simulated settings. During

r
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community-referenced training, periodic assessment of skill

acquisition within targeted community settings should occur.

Community-based and community-referenced training are

4 considered major vehicles for the implementation of the' Community

Integration Component. while community-based training and

community-referenced training generally concern the teaching of

specific skills to accomplish a necessary task within a community

setting (e.g., teaching the steps involved in ordering food in a

fast-food restaurant), the Community Integration Component

emphasizes the assessment and training of the social skills

involved within the particular task and setting as an integral

part of skirl training. Specific procedures for assessing the

social training needs of individual students are addressed in

Section 3.3.3.2 of this manual.

3.2 Relationship Between the Community Integration Component and
the Parent Involvement Component

Parental invoaement is a necessary part of the Community

.Integration Component. During the school careers of each severely

handicapped student, the opportunities for interaction within

community settings for skill training, generalization end

maintenance are obviously limited by the number of years in

school, ONICJWAir of hours in the school day, and the resources

that the school can provide for integrating the student within

community environments. Outside of school hours, during vacations

and after the student graduates from school, it is the student's

parents (or care-givers) who determine when, where, and how often

the student will enter community settings and participate in
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community activities. gror this reason, the development of the

Community Integration Component and the development of the parent

Involvement Component must be closely linked.

Through the process of administering the Parent Inventory and

the Parent/Teacher Communication System, parents may identify

community settings to which4he student has frequent access, as

well as those settings in which they would like the student to

participate. Teachers and other school personnel must address the

needs and desirei of the student's parents and communicate with

them on a regular basis in order to increamik.the student's access

to community settings and enhance the generalization and

.maintenance of requisite skills.

3.3 Developing the Community Integration Component

The following strategies for developing the Community

Integration Component Model will be Addressed in this section: I)

the development of administrative support/ 2) the development of a

community-based training model/ and 3) social integratiltxtraining

of handicapped and nonhandicapped individuals in the community.

It should be stressed once again that specific strategies should

be indivi alized to meet the particular needs of individual

school systems.,

3.3.1 Gainingdminietrative Support

The first and possibly the most important step in developing

the Community Integration Component, is to giin administrative

support for community-based and community-referenced training
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activities. A major challenge present in most school systems in

that policies, procedures and service delivery systems are gea

towards the traditional educational 'toilet (educating ntudente

within classroom, environments within the particular school

setting). When teachers begin to consider educating studen

school, they usual youtside of the classroom and outside-of the

have numerous questions that need to be answered. for this

reason, administrative support and planning are essential.

The methods for developing administrative support for

training in the community need to be developed on a situation by

Iii

situatio basis. Methods that may work in one school district may

be total inappropriate for use in another. for this reason, an

individual who is trying to initiate a community-based training

'program must develop a plan for securing administrative support

which is tailored to the particular circumstances present in that

school district.

3.3.2 Developing the Service DeliverY Model

Once administrative support is gained, it becomes the tasktof

the school administrators to insure that school policies and

procedures allow for the development of a community-based training

model. If such policies are not already in place, administrators

and teachers should initiate appropriate policy changes. Examples

of possil4z4 school policies or procedures that may need attention

include:

1. policies that require a certified teacher to be
in direct control of every student in his/her
classroom at all times throughout the school
day;

54

2. insurance concernn (e.g.,,doen coverage apply to
students when educational, programming takes
place outnide the school grounds); and

nsPortation availability and eons.

68

Again, specific policies already in effect and methods required to

accomplish policy change will differ for each school system.

When it is determined that school policies will allow for the

- development of a community-based training model for educating

severely handicapped students, the delivery system' Vett must be

developed. When developing the service delivery model, at least

the following essential guestions must'be answered.

1. Who will do the communitly-based training? will
a teacher be assigned to implement
community -based training for all of the severely
handicapped students in the district? Will each
teacher be responsible for the training of their
assigned students? Can instructional .aides
provide community-based training?

2. Who will -develop training sites and what will
the process be?

3.fhat are the transportation needs? How will
transportation be scheduled and provided?

S, How will community-based and
community-referenced training objectives be
incorporated Into the IBP process? Ao.

S. what are the guidelines for determining which
students will receive community-based an4/or
ammunity-referenced training?

6. How can parental input be incorporated into
community -based and community-referenced
training?

7. How can community support be gained for the
model?

At this point in the process, it may be advantageous to

create a task force comprised of regular and special education

65
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teachers, administrators, parents and =unity members to assist

in the development of the service deliver -system. The task force

may generate Ideas for the following items:

1. input regarding the development of curriculum
guidelines for elementary, middle and high
school aged severely handicapped students in
regards, to provision of community-referenced and
based training at each level;

2. suggestions for the relocation of existing
school resources to meet community-based
training needs:

3. strategies for identification and development of
community sites in which training might occur;

4. strategies for developing peer-tuto(ing or
volunteer programs to provide additional
resources for model implementation;

S. strategies for facilitating community. members
socially interacting with the handicapped;

6. strategies for institutionali ng
community-based training as a part of the hool
curriculum: S.

7. strategies to enhance support for the project
,throughout the commuqity.

The specific activities performed by the task

course,vdepend upon specific circumstance and the

process within each school system. Should a task

considered, Section 2.1 of this
//manual

provides

explanation of the task force process.

3.3.3 Social Interaction Training in the Community

There are two major concerns which should be addressed when

force will, of

administrative

fo 'Pce model be

a morein:depth

.
training social interaction skills in community settings. The

first concern is the training of nonhandicapped persons to

socially interact with severely handicapped students. Second,
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severely handicapped students must be trained to interact

appropriately with nonhandicapped community members.

3.3.3.1 Training Nonhandicapped Persons to Interact with

Severely handicapped Students. There are no prerequisite social

skills for integrating even the most severely handicapped

individuals into the community. If we assumed that social skills

such as engaging in conversations were necessary skills for

community integration, some severely handicapped students would

never be ready. Indeed, some individuals are 4o severely

handicapped that even rudimentary social skills such as making eye
./.

contact and smiling in response to pleasurable events may take

years to learn. For this reason, it is essential that a portion

411,
of social skills training be devoted to the training

nonhandicapped persons to interact with severely handicapped

persons.

The simplist and least structured method to teach

nonhandicapped persons to accept an interact with severely

handicapped students is educatbrs modeling appropriate ways of

interacting with bandicappea students while in community

settings. When educators treat severely handicapped students with

respect and dignity, community members ob4rving the interaction

will tend to treat severely handicapped students in the same

manner. Two simple guidelines for training in the community are:

1. limit the number" of severely handicapped
students taken to a 'community training site to
one or two students at a time. Entering the
community with large groups of handicapped
students tends to draw undue attention to the
group. One goal is for community members to
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A
look upon handicapped students as individuals
and not simply as members of the severely
handicapped class.

2. If community members seem concerned or ask
questions, introduce yourself and . the
handicapped students. Explain what you are
doing. answer any,,que-stions. Be sure not to
talk about or around the student(s). Try to
involve the student(s) in the conversation as
much as possible.

Along with modeling appropriate social interactions with

severely handicapped students while in community settings, the

development Of a trainer advocate model can be very effective.

Trainer advocates are educators who inform people in the community

about the community-based training program and provide them with

information on how to interact with severely handicapped

individuals. Trainer advocates might develop news releases for

the local newspaper or radio stations, meet with civic, church and

other community groups or simply meet with peopleat the community

training sites on an individual basis to explain the model.

solicit community support, or answer questions that might arise.

maintaining good public relations and providing information to

nonhandicapped persons is critical to the success of any community

Integration program for severely handicapped students.

3.3.3.2 Training Severely Handicapped Students on Social

Interaction Skills. When teaching alseverely handicapped student

social skills in community settings, the specific social skills

taught should be directly related to the community-based XEP

objectives identified for that student. For example, If a

community training need is identified for teaching a student to

order and eat lunch in a Cast food restaurant, the social skills
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involved in ordering and eating in that restaurant should be

taught concurrently with the skill training program.

As mentioned in' previous ;motions of thin manual, an

ecological analysis approach can be extremely useful in
%MOW

determining what skills are necessary to complete a given task in

a community setting.

Once the decision is made at the /EP meeting to teach 4
particular student to eat in a fast food restaurant; the

particular restaurant in which the training will occur is

selected. Next, the generic ecological analysis is completed

broken down into teaching /assessment steps taking into account the

particular restaurant and the particular student. Table 20

provides an example of a generic ecological analysis and a list of

potential program steps for eating in a fast-food restaurant.

Once the list of program steps'is complete, .the,student is

taken to the restaurant to assess which steps the student can

perform and which steps will need additionaltraining. During the

assessment phase, any lack of social skills (e.g., student does

not make eye contact with counter person; student ignores

greetings of other customers), or the presence 01 maladaptive

behavior (e.g., student rocks back and forth while waiting in

and

line) should be noted. A sample data sheet which may be used

during this assessment phase can be found in Table .10 (Section

1.4.1.1).

Once the assessment of the student has been* completed, the

training program must be developed and implemented. Table 21

provides a sample data sheet (or teaching a student to eat in a

Cast food restaurant based on the information provided by the

1
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5.1

specific ecological assessment.

As indicated in Table 21; a new training step (S.a."makes eye

contact") was added '
original list of program steps

delineated in Table 20, au., the data sheet was expanded to include

a scoring system to reflect changes in rockibg behavior. It

should be noted that the data sheets presented in Tables 10 and 21

are merely for illustrative purposes. The data sheets developed

for actual use in community settings should be individualized to

meet data collection and training needs. For instance, some

teachers prefer to collect data on US cards and then trahsfer the

data to a formal data sheet at a later time in order to be less

conspicuous. Also, depending upon the student and tutor being

trained, periodic probe data may be more appropriate than taking

data on a continuous basis.

ot
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/ABLE 20

Generic Ecological Analysts of Fast Food Restaurants
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TAOLf 21
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4.0 PARENT INVOLVEMENT COMPONENT

Limited parental involvement has been considernd a major

shortcoming in the field of severely handicapped education Mill

and Wehman, 1960). Frequently, parents desire 'assistance in

teaching their children to perform and maintain skills at home and

in the community. Many Itarents remain unaware of what educational

objectives and community services are functional and apprdpriate

for their severely handicapped children. They may be unsure of

what their child can and should learn in school and be unfa.miliar

with the best educational practices. Lack of information and

support can make it difficult for parents to evaluate and adopt

reasonable goals for their children's future.

The Parent Involvement Component provides a method to

increase and maintain social interactions between severely

h ndicapped students and nonhandicap'ed people by facilitating

parents articipation in educational services. To achieve this

result, parents must receive the information and support needed to

become advocates for and providers of community-based activities

for'iheir severely handicapped children. Parents are a key to the

success of educational programs since their input and support are

crucial in developing, implementing and maintaining all aspects of

a quality service delivery system.

A Parent Involvement Component should have at least four
0

goals: 1) encouraging parental input into-the overall service

delivery models 2) increasing and maintaining input from parents

regarding their child's .educational program: 3) increasing and

maintaining contact between parents and teachers: and 4) providing
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information and support to pareilis. Descriptions of how each of

the four goals can be addressed are provided, in the following

sections.

tt is important to note 'tbat severely handicapped students

who attend public schools usually live in a variety of settings,

including natural homes, foster homes, group homes, nursing homes

and staffed apartments. Efforts must be made to include all

primary care givers in all activities of the Parent Involvement

Compone4E. Throughout this minima, the word "parent" refers to

all primary caregivers.

4.1 Encouraging Parental Input into the Service Delivery Model

Parental input regarding curriculum and educational services

should be encouraged to insure that the needs of parents and their

children are addressed. One means of securing parental input is

through the development of task forces. A task force of parents,

teachers and administrators can be formed to provide input

regarding the curriculum and the overall service delivery model.

This task force should have input at various points in the model's

conceptualization, implementation and evaluation.

Another task force, composed primarily of parents of the

severely handicapped students, should be organised to provide

direct input into the Parent Involvement Component. A primary

task for this group should be to devise and review parent

involvement 'strategies (e.g., the parent inventory, the surarof

parent information and su ort needs, various parent/teacher

communication systems). Parents should actively participate in

asirg the strategies, and providing valuable feedback on their
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format, usefulness, clarity and -completeness. eased on this

feedback, A strategies should be revised. The task force Should'

suggest methods for developing close working relationships among

parents, teachers and administrators in meeting the educational

needs of severely, handicapped learners.

4.2 Soliciting Parental'Input into Educational Programs

One strategy for soliciting parental input into their child's

educational program is through the use of the parent interview

format. ,Parent'interviews should be initiated by the teacher and

.conducted annually prior to the, development of the student's IEP.

Aspects of the program which should be addressed at the parent

interview include at least the following:

a. parents' perceptions of their child's
educational needs;

b. the types of activities in which their child
participates at home and in the community;

c. the extent to.which their child participates in
the above activities independently:

d. what home and community activities the parents
would .like their child to perform more
independently;

e. parents' perceptions of their child's futures.

f. parental preferences for a system for'
-maintaining on-going contact with the teachers
and

g. parents' information and support needs as
related to advocating and caring for their
child.

40.
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It$ is recommended that these interviews be carefully

structured to ensure that all pertinent areas er' dineninspd, and

that the information obtained 'In recorded for fotoro unp in trp

development. The parent inventory was the tool which was

developed to provide this organization. The-Parent Inventory is

discussed further in. Section 1.2.1 of this manual. A simple

completed parent inventory, general.iprocedures for conducting a

parent interview, and .detailed instructions for completing a

parent Inventory are presented in Appendix A.

4.3 Maintaining Contact Between Parents and Teachers

A parent/teacher communication system can be developed during

the interview in which the paiint inventory is completed. At this

time, the teacher can discuss the need for maintaining ongoing

contact with the parents.

objectives and activities for

the community, the teacher

promoting generalization and

As the parents identify goals,

their child to learn at home and in

can request their assistance in

maintenance of the skills. It is

imperative for teachers to'do their best to facilitate parental

involvement. A tactful, unthreatening, open and flexible approach

to presenting methods for involvement ma/be most successful.

Several methods have been used by patents and teachers to

maintain ongoing contact. Descriptions of various methods will be

provided in this section along with suggestions for determining

the types of information to be communicated.

One method parents and teachers have used to share various

information is a log book system.. Small notebooks can be sent
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back and, forth between home and school to relay Important

information. The parents and teacher decide nn thesetypes of

information they would like to communicatW'and the frequency with

which the notebooks will be sent. The information shared may be

either general or specific making this system very flexible. For

example, some teachers use 409 books to communicate both daily
A

messages and anecdotes to the parents, sending the book home with

.the student. The parents, in turn, return the book ansPering

teacher inquiries and adding messages, anecdotes and questions.

Some teachers find the log book very useful in facilitating

dialogue with the students' regarding home and community social

integration activities. Patents and teachers who use the log book

system typically exchange the notebooks on either a daily or

weekly basis.

Informal telephone contacts comprise another strategy for

maintaining ongoing communication between parents and teachers.

In most cases, phone calls are made by either party as the need

arises. most parents and teachers appreciate having the option to

call each other when problems-or questions arise. This system is

not as convenient when extended telephone conversations about a

student are necessary. For these contacts, the teacher and

parents 'tould set aside one evening a week as "phone night" to

discuss the student's needs by telephone. In this way, no one

would be Inconvenienced by unscheduled calls oelong duration.

Some teachers elect to send periodic newsletters to parents

to inform them of general classroom events. The newsletter should

not contain specific information about individual students, but

should provide parents with news about the teacher, other staff
o

4 I:-
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members, and general classroom and school activities.

Parents may be invited to visit the classroom so that they

may observe their child. These school visits may be frequent and

uns heduled if the teacher is flexible and supportive. If the

pare%Oa. would like to confer with the teacher, however, school

vislts.should be carefully scheduled and task - oriented.

The last method of maintaining ongoing contact discussed in
ti

this section is the Report Card System. This strategy is a very

. structured method for sharing specific information regarding

instructional activities and social interaction activities which

parents are monitoring_ at home. Parents who choose to use this

system must be committed to providing instructional activities at

home and in the community and monitoring their child's

performances. Due to the amount of commitment involved, this

method may not be acceptable to many parents.

The purpose of the report card system is twofold. first, it

can be a highly effective means.of promoting the maintenance of

skills taught in school and their generalization- to home and

community settings. Second, it can be used to monitor the

frequency and perceived quality Of' social interactions and

integration opportunities at home and in the community. The

system developed and implemented in the Burlington schools will be

described in detail, including sample formats for implementation.

Two separate reports cards have beem developed by the

jtaington model. The FEP Report Card is used by parents to

record the student's performance on selected 'BP activities that

they are providing at home. The Social Interaction Report Card

provides the parents with a method for describing interactions
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between their handicapped child and nonhandicapped individuals.

Although any format for the report cards can be used, only two

will be presented here. Table 22' presents examples of completed

'EP and Social Interaction Report Cards utilizing the first

format. The second format is shown for each type of report card

in Table 23. The second format requires less writing by the

parents and generally takes less' time to complete. It also

invites parents to ask for assistance in providing home activities

if desired.

The completed report cards are sent to the teacher according
' I

to( a predetermined schedule. The teacher may enter any pertinent

data in the classroom records to indicate generalization of the

skills. tf this information is intended to be used by the teacher

to evaluate progress op UP objectives, reliability measures

should be taken periodicallN. If generalization of the skills

does not appear to be occurring, the parents and teacher should

communicate to discuss new strategies for promoting

generalization.

each parent/teacher communication system should be presented

as one method which im,t be used to mai tai? contact Ind monitor

the child's progress. Suggestions for lternative methods should

be solicited and considered. allowin parents to decide upon a

system that is comfortable for em. Some parents May be

interested in learning to implement training program and collect

data as done in school. Others may * o monitor their child's

performance in a simpler way. Still others may be unable to

provide instructional activities performances on a regular basis.

Parents should be encouraged to do as much as they are able to do
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Guidelines for CompletinOEP and Social Interaction Report Cards
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TABLE 23

Sample IEP and Social Interaction Report Cards

a. IEP Report Card
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consistently over an extended period of time.

Whichever systems are adopted, the parents and teacher should

agree upon the types of information they will communicate, along

with the schedule and procedures for exchanging the information.

The schedule may be daily, weekly or biweekly, and should be based

on the convenience and need of all parties involved. The method of

exchanging information should, also be agreed uptin. For &ample,

if log books or report cards are selected, they could be carried

back and forth by the student, mailed, or delivered by the parent.

If the report card system is selected, further arrangements

, can be made at the IEP meeting. After the goals and objectives

are agreed upon, the teacher and parents may select a comfortable

number of activities to be provided by the parents at home.

Again, parents should be encouraged to only monitor the number of

activities with which they feel comfortable. A schedule and

procedures for exchanging the completed report cards should be

agreed upon, as described above. The teacher should then explain

exactly how the parents are to complete both report cards and

should go through some examples with them. The parents should be

provided with a sufficient quantity of both report cards, along

with written directions for the completion of each card. Ideally,

they should be placed in a notebook.

Additional contacts may be initiated as needed by the parents

or teacher for clarifying procedures and/or suggesting alternative

methods for reporting student performances. These ,contacts may

include phone calls, periodic visits and/or written

communications.
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4.4 Providing Information and SuPPort to Parente

'

A survey of parent information and support needs should be

designed to identify current needs of parents in relation to their

severely handicapped child, and to provide a basis for meeting

those needs. The surveys can be distributed to Parents and

completed during the parent interview. Refer to Table 24 for a

sample of a completed survey. For questions I through X, the

parents can be asked to plaice a check mark in the column

indicating the immediacy of specific needs. Question XI can

assist in identifying the etrategieslwhi4h would best help to meet

the priority needs of the parents.

Once the survey is completed, the teacher should make

arrangements for providing the services to the parents by

scheduling training sessions' notifying Support staff, and/or

providing the parents with information regarding other agencies

that may be contacted (e.g., Associations for Retarded ,Citizens,

United Cerebral Palsy, public service agencies, and medical

service agencies). The parents and teacher may want to update the

survey periodically to note those needs which have been met and to

identify current priorities.
tat

Through the surveys, parents often express a desire to

communicate with other parents of severely handicapped children on

a regular basis. Parent support groups can be formed to meet this

need. Groups of parents can meet informally to receive support

and advice from each other. By providing each other with support,

information and resources, and by collaborating 06 methods for

4
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(1)

ca rrying out social integration and community goals, auci groups

can become integral parts of the service delivery model.
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1. Pavane relocation int

1. Mental cecacdacion

2. Monica handicap.

3. The concept of OOrmOlitliCi00

4. Aebevioc Mansgenenc

5. NOV to teach:

a. omminnicadea

b. self-cies skills

c. living skills

d. sex education

6. community livingakille

I. vocational skills

g. recreation/1444.es skills

b. OTWEK

4. Managing fatally screw

7. Assisting to the development
of a functional LEP

. Mow to deal tolcb systems to
obtain needed **voices

9. Vocational planning for
saysrely handicapped
ladivtdusls

10. Fume planning for cha
severely handicepped.

11. Medical concerns

12. OTHER
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TABLE 24

Survey of Parent Information and Support Needs

X

X
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Table 24 (continued)

.

V. InfornecCos regarding ReAldesclel
Opportunities/Services
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6. Cass eaaageselt

7. MU

0
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x
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I. On the chart below. list the top 3 needs that you would most lib tif eedrese
thls year.

2. Of the three Strategies listed below. which would belhe most appropriate for
meeting each need? Place the corresponding letter next to each need in
column 2.

e. teacher provides training on sPecific.needs.

b. Support staff provide technical assistance and training.

c. Referral to other 'gentles using the community resourtquide.

3: In column 3, briefly describe the services to be provided or which
'gentle, will be contacted.

l. NEEDS 2. STRATEGIES 3, CCPMENTS

1. Now to manage A teacher will train parent
destructive in implementation of
behaviors behavior management preorme.

Report Card Svitem wilt be
used to report data,
problems, ate.

2. Respite Care C Parents referred to Como
. munity Mental Health

.

Agency.

3. Information regard- II 01 and PT wit! provide
ing therapeutic consultation in selecting
Services - adaptive and ordering adaptive
equipment it home devices.

p
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APPENDIX A

Sample Completed Parent
Inventory

4

a

APPENDIX i

Sample Completed

Parent Inventory

SECTION 1: General Procedures for Conducting a Parent Interview

1. Carefully review previous records, curriculum guidelines and
the community resource guide to identify important areas to
discuss with parents.

2. Contact parents by phone allowing sufficient time for them
to schedule a meeting at their convenience. Explain that
the purpose of the visit is to discuss with them. prior to the
development of next year's 1EP, their perceptions of their
son/daughter's educational needs at home and in the com-
munity. Schedule a 1-2 hour meeting.. preferably with both
parents.

3. Review the questions contained.in the Parent Inventory
prior to meeting with the parents so that you are familiar
with the kinAs of information you want to obtain.
Rephrase the questions during your visit with the parents...
using wordk that you feel most comfortable with and that
you feelOirents will understand.

4. Prior to starting the interview, inform parents that you
would like 0 make a written record of the conversation.

- Attempt to record all crOyour discussion, regardless of
whether it fits into the categories provided. It may
be necessary to spend some time after your visit to add
further comments and concerns relishing from your-dis-
cussion with the parents.

IF
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SECTION 2: Instructions for Comfleting, a Parent Inventory

It is essential that the interviewer be completely familiar with the
instructions provided below to avoid confusion during the interview
and to ensure that all necessary information is collected. TeacKers
should be able to provide explanations and examples for each question
on the inventory to ensure that parents fully understand them.

QUESTIONS IAL II A, IV A, and IV C:

For every setting or activity listed, one of the first four
columns should be marked to indicate the student's current
level of participation. The last column may be marked for
as many settings or activities as the parents desire.

Neiticipates independently:

Student participates with no assistance or supervison.
Student uses facility alone although she/he may be
transpKted by adult. Student initiates home living
activities without need for reminders or prompts (e.g.,
student participates in all aspects of attending the
movie independently, even though parent may prOvide
transportation; phone rings and the student answers
it without being told to do so; the student brushes
his/her teeth after meals 1ithout being told).

* Participates with Supervision:

Although the student requires no assistance to actually
perform the activity, supervision is necessary to ensure
safety or monitor social behaviors.

Participates with Assistance:

The student requires some level of assistance in ordtr
to effectively participate. No distinction is made
between levels of assistance, such as verbal cues/
reminders, gesture% or physical assistalite.

Does Not Participate: .

The student has had no opportunity to participate in
'the environment or activity because a) it is not
age appropriate; b) it is not available to the student;
or c) the parents do not wish to have their child
involved.

82 -
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Section 2 (continued)

Would Like,To Address:

Indicates that the parents/guardians would like their -

child to learn to participate in.the setting or activity
more independently. This coluoin may be marked for any
activity or setting in which the student does not
participate independently.

NOTE: Some parents have found the column headings
objectionable. Alternatives which have
been suggested include: DOES ALONE, NEEDS
REMINDERS, NEEDS KELP, DOES NOT DO aRTSTOULD
iflaixssETTRWOUL.

QUESTION 1 B:

This question may be asked of parents of middle or high school
students to determine whether they are considering alternative
living arrangements for their child upon leaving public school.
Teachers should use discretion and tact when addressing this issue
as some parents may feel uncomfortable discussing it.

QUESTION 1 C:

Using the information from questions I A 6 O. select the four
home-living activities that he parents/guardians would most like
their child to learn to use during the following school year.
Prioritize and list these next to la. 2a. 3a, and 4a.

For each activity listed, ask the parents what specific activities
and skills they feel the child must learn in order to participate
in each activity more independently. List these in the space
provided next-to Ib. 20. 3b, and 4b .

QUESTION II E:

Scan Questionsil AD and note which community activities the
parents would like to address. As in Question I C, select the.
four activities that the parents feel are most important for their
child. Prioritize and list these nextto la, 2a, 3a. and 4a.

For each activity listed, ask the parents what specific things
they 100 the child must learn in order to participate more
indelandently. List these in the space provided next to lb.
2b, 3b, and 4b.

QUESTIONS II1 A-F:

These questions refer to the student's vocational preparation.
Try to help parents answer all questions, even if their child is
a younger learner. This may encourage them to begin thinking about
vocational considerations for their child.
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Section 2 (continued)

QUESTION VI A:

Review with parents their answers to Questions I C. II E. III. ill R.

and IV O. Assist them in selecting the highest priority activities
to be addressed in the upcoming school year.

QUESTIONS VII A S

Teachers should introduce this section of the parent inventory by
discussing the importance of ongoing communication between the
parents and teacher. leachers must be familiar with the methods
offered as options in Question A so that they can describe each
to parents. It may also be desireable to consider additional
options or variations of the ones listed. Refer to Section 3.3
in this manual for information regarding parent-teacher communication
systems.

4.

I
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SECTION 3; Parent Inventor

Student: John P Interviewer: _karma. Tlrher

Pelson intetviewed: Mats_A Robert P. Date: May 16 gal_

Relationship to Student: Maher A Father Education Placement: R4R Ill

1. HOME-L1VINC ACTIVITIES

A. Here are some specific home living activities. Please indicate at what level your
son/daughter 'participates and if you feel any of these activities stould be
addressed in,schopl.

1. Tolleting

2. Eating

). Dressing

4. Ctooming (e.g.. washing, bathing. brushing
teeth, haitcare

S. Clothing selection

6. Clothing care .
1. FOod and Meal Preparation

8. Cleaning and Maintaining areas of the house

9. Clean-up after meals

10. Turns lights on/off

11. Opens /closes doors

12. Travels from room to room

13. Answers door .

14. Uses telephone

IS. Cares for pets

16. Cates for plants in house/garden

1). OTHERS
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. (Pot older lea. ). Your son/daughter will most likely be leaving public
school within the next years. Have you consideted living options for
Your child other than yo;!,home? If yes. what are they?

would like to see him in_i_grOUP home situation close by. Would

consider staffed apartment also. Can stay at home if he has a job

Placement during the day.

C. a. List in order of importance the four home living activities that you would most
like yout son/daughter to learn.

b. Under each activity, describe what you feel your son /daughter needs to learn
that would enhance more independent or efficient participation.

1 a. Grooming

b. brushing teeth

combing hair

maintain neat, clean appearance

2 a. Housekeeping

b. cleaning

vacuuming

3 a. Noel Prenaratinn

b. using recipe%

using aooliances

4 a. Clothing Care

b. do laundry

select giothes to wear that match

hand,& igld clothes neatly so they don't get wrinkled
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Section 3 (continued)

Iii. VoCATIONAL

A. What concerns do you have, if any. regarding your son/daughter's future vocationai

.needs? We don't know what hISAPtiOnS are. need more information (*Out how to

Prepare him for work 0

B. Upon Proluacloe fro! public school. in 14/10t types of work or activity earrings would

you Ilk° to lee "Whet participating? Part-time lob, supervised work of some sort.

hopefully leading to I real Job

C. (For older la aaaaaa only) What are your preferences for your son /daughter's oceupatiold
Are there soy activities from past vocational programs or work training experiences
that you feel should ba included in your son/daughter's school program?

Restaurant work. gas station work, laundry, work, carpenter's helper.

Would like to see him gain experience in several of these-areas so he

COuld decide what he likes best.

D. Are there any occupations in which you object to your son /daughter participating?

Working. in a bar

E. Are there any jobs in which your son /daughter is perriculatly int d, either at
home or in the community? Seems

to like gas station work-0 ino oas (does it at

Uncle's station). Dishwashing, bussing tables in_a restaurant

P. Ara there any jobs which are particularly everdive or unpiessent to him/her?

Janitorial work may prove unpleasant. he hates to clean

86

IV. RICKEAtioN/LEISURE

A, We would first like to know how your eon/daughter usunliy spends his/her leisure time.
Please indicate which activities she/he does st home and to what curet she/he
participates.

6 '

1. Play outdoor games (frisbee, darts. etc)

2. Exercise (jOgging. biking, etc.) 4

3, Play cards a few simpleg,e!s

6. NAY board games
a few

S. Watch TV

6. Listen to radio, records, rapes

Do crafts

8. ay musical instrument -

9, Sew

10. Collect Ilea (scamps, coins, rocks. ett.)

ll. Read magazines. books, newspapers logki UAW/ -

12. Use personal computer

13. Play home video games

14. Do gardening

15. Others

-66
6660
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B. What leisure activities would you like your son / daughter to learn to do at home?

If he leaded to Dlav commuter Agnmx- we 'amid conchineOutrbacine one

Also would like to see higLjet involved in some oxorrieo activittgc. such ac

jogging or 11
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Section 3 (continued)

II. MURAL COMUNITY IUNCIIUNING

A. neve ale !.0m, common .u.tivicies 10 whtch people en4age in the community. Please
indicate or what level your son/daughcec paccicipaces In each one and if you tee;

any should be addressed in school.

1. visits home of neighbor, relative or friend . . .

2. Goes grocery shopping 4

3. Goes to library

4. Goes to shopping mall

5. Coes co church

6. Uses a bank

7. Coes co doctor/ dentist office

6. Uses Community Services (e.g., health clinics.
Mental health services).

0. * -4
9. Eats ; rescaucantP.

10. Uses ublic bathroom

II. Buy own clothes

12. Buys personal items

irl..13. Uses che poet °Eric

14. Uses the laundrona

15. Uses e pay phone

16. Goes to barber /beauty shop

17. Others
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B. how does your child get around qt home? gab,.

In the neighborhood? Walks with su.ervItion. kei_get_CcOsLstreets safel knOws

way to Corner storeand friend Bill's house.

In rho community? Walks with supervision. does not know his way around town. does

not cross streets safely.

C. Mould you like him/her co acquire more independent mobility skills? Yes

D. Who( specific nobility skklis do you think should be addressed? Crossing streets

E. e. Of the previously described community acetvicies. list in order of importance the
four that you would moat like your son /daughter to learn to do.

b. Under each accivicy. describe what you chink your son /daughter needs to leave In
order co paccicipsce sore independently oc efficiently.

I a. Cross ..ineets

b. needs to tiaMpulistannma ofievino rare attend to traffic signals

2 n. Go.gtoFery shopping
a--

b. be able to buy a few items at corner store

use coney to make purchase

locate- items, using a shopping list

3 a, Buy own clothes

b. needs money skills

does not know sizes. how to try clothes on

4 a. _Eat .41..resmuutent

b. _grcie_r_fmkregg talktgyeagr_Arwaittegx

By for purChase

improve eating behaviors
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Section 3 (continued)

C. Please Indicate which of the following community leisure activities daughter/

son 40C4 and to what extent she/he participates.

1. Coes to home of neighbOr. friend. relatives . . . .

2. Use public library

.3. Attend movies. Plays,

4. Goes bowling

S. Co/es to public beach/swimming pool

6. Goes to the park

7. UsesIMCA or other community recreational facilities

8. Goes skiing.

9. Attends Easily vacations or outings

IO. Goes skating

11. Coes to aresdes

119

12. Attends Parties. dances, social events

13. Attends athletic-events

14. Uses exercise faciiicy

IS. Others
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0. What leisure activities would You like your son /daughter learn to do in the

coanuni ty ?
Go to movies aione or with friends. ao to a adee.-go to map Disc/et

with- frigagS

VI. 10 1111'. INTEAVIEWLA:

A.

heelew with parents those: envIronments/artielteh which they have Identified as being
most Important for their child to become independent in. Considering the par4nt pref-
erences, the number of environments in which skills C.la he applied. the Practical
realities of your Providing instruction in that covironmeattactivitie the chronological
age-appropriateness, and the student's opportunity to use the environment/activities
in question, assist the parents to select the highest priority home or community
environments for further assessment and instruction.

If we could select one of all the homelivIng. communitY, vocational, and r tient
leisure activities we belie talked about as being most Important for your sOntdaughter
to learn to do. which one would you most like the school program to begin working on?

Crossing streets

/-$

Second most important? mousekeeptng and food_preilaration

Third most important? VOcationai experiences in types of jobs mentioned

Others? Grocery shopping

O. (For Younger Learners) Your child will most likely bo'noving from my class to

IMR IV class at Burlington High School' within the next year
1

years. Can you suggest any activities that might make the transition as easy as

possible for him/her?

90
I

Several visits to high school SO he could become familiar

with Scheel and teachers. Keep us informed so we can talk to him about it as

much as Possible.'
oft
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Section 3, (continued)

VII. PARENT4EACMER COMMUNICAIION

A. .Please indicate which methods of communicating with the teacher You would
prefer to use and how often.

1. log book

2: Informal phone contact.

3. Phone call night.

4. Newsletters

5. Home Visits

6. School Visits

7. Parent Inventory.

8 IEP Report Card.

9. Social Integration Report Card

10. OTHER,

USE

HOW OFTEN

Weekly ,tionthly

OTHER
Please specifyYes no. Oaily

x -X

X

_
as needed.

X

.

X
5

X

X

-1

X

.

once yearly

X
.

t

B. Please place a check mark (I ) before the kinds of information you would like
to receive from and share with the teacher.

X 1. Progress on IEP objectives 4

2, Social interactions with nonhandicapped Peers

X 3. Classroom behaviors

X; 4. Medical informatiOn

5. Input from support service providers (e.g.. Occupational Therapist,
Speech/Language Therapist, Physical Therapist)

6. Daily classroom schedules and routines

7. SPecial Projects

8. Community -based training programs

9. Information about staff (teachers.sides1 Peer tutors. etc.)

MD. Information about school

11. Mainstream programs

12. Peer tutor and Peer buddy Programs

13. OTHER (please sflecifY)

k 9 2.
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APPENDIX B

Transition Planning Process
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.. r
APPONOIX Os Transition Planning PrOceOS

In this'appchdix, each component of the transition planning

process is described in detail with respect to suhsequqnt

classroom transitions as well as post-school transitions.

Completed sample forms are also included in this section. Every

effort should be .made to coordinate transition and tEP processes

to ensure a.manageable, time - efficient procedure.

C.

Section l% When student Enters Program.' It is recommended that

.the folowing transition-relatlEd activities be conducted as part of

the IEP process for each new student entering an educational

program.

a. Identify potential subsequent environments and
service providers. Teachers should- attempt to
get at least A general idea of where each
student maybe going upon leaving theirclasseS.
In many school systems, claSses fmr severely
handicapped students progress from elementary
through middle and into high school so that
teaches at the lower levels are aware of
subs ent placements for their students.

It is imperative that parents and teachers stilt
considefing post-school residential and
vocational placement options early to insure
access to agencies whiCh provide adult services
acid potential employment opportunities:. This'is
particularly true in relation to those.agencies
which have long waiting lists. In' addition,
early identification of potential post-school

r opportunities and services will facilitate the
development of curricular content that is

relevant to the studenOs preparation for adult
living in the community. Teachers, parents and
significant others should work together to
identify post-school options and specify which
options are most relevant to the student's needs
and abilities. In outer to accomplish alit
task, teachers and parents should survey the
community to find out whit agencies and services
are available. A community resource guide may

- 94



exist which provides information regarding the
names of agencies, locations, services provided
and- contact persons. The yellow pages from the
phone book may also prove helpful.

Once options are identified, service providers
associated with each option should be contacted
for information regarding programs and services
provided by the agency, along with eligibility
requirements. 'Agencies contacted should also be
asked for information about other agencies,
services and progiams which6may also be relevant
to the targeted student. Table 25 illustrates a
format for Organizing information on each
potential transition site.

(OW ION

(loaf.

CDNIACI P(ProtOSITIOn

for.(.

r*tt yt /Atkin/
%lora% .40.4itAett

41.:1111i In

TABLE 25

Potential Transition Sites

ItIZAOILID

LOST

mmumg.nph(Ohcure,

ICAOGICA. AAPAISIS Wel Ili 0 (.s' end tl le I

b. Contact Parents to Discuss and Identify
Additional Potential Subsequent Environments.
As mentioned previously in this volume, it is

recommended that teachers complete or update
parent .inventories annually. Teachers ,should
attend parent, interviews prepared to exchange
information regarding potential school or
post-school placement options for the student;
It is especially important. for teachers and 1

parents of high school students to identify
placement options which are both available and
desirable.

95

c. Visit Subsequent Environmentilland Conduct
Eco1.6517a1 Analysis to IdentrUiTiTte hilts
and Behaviors. The sending teacher should
Init ate transition process by making
arrangements to visit the. potential
pLacement(s). At this point, the sending
teacher should complete an ecological analysis
of tho 'subsequent setting Sccording to the
procedures described in Section 1,2.2 of this
manual. .An ecological analysis need only be
completed once for each setting even if several
.students are moving 'to the same placement.
Periodic updates may be required, however, to
reflect substantial changes in a specific
setting. It is suggested that ecological
analyses be updated yearly by making additions
or deletions on the original form.

Part II of the Generic Ecological Analysis
Format identifies riorAty activities in which a
student should , participate to facilitate
adaptation to a subsequent classroom. The
sample generic ecological analysis presented in
Table 26 illustrates the types of activities
that may be addressed several years prior to a
transition to, a different classroom. Since
ecologiCal analyses for residential sites, job
sites or other post-school options would be
similar, an example for such environments is not
included.

in the case
.

of a post-school transition, the
sending teacher should engage theassistance of
the potential service provider in completing the
ecological analysis At the same time,' they may
discuss additional strategies for facilitating
the transition. The sending teacher should
solicit information regarding methods of
coordinating aspects of the educational program
wit i) performance demands of the potential
environment. Other transition concerns may also
be addressed, such as methods for ensuring
access to services and information about other
agencies which provide appropriate services.

A
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d. NeetNich Potential Service Provideri to ofscuss
Transition Concerns and Plan MT -Program
6F6Fafnation. An important consideration, in
planning for transitions is determining who will
make the contacts with potential service
providers. especially' when preparing br
post-school transitions; Teachers should
contact the appropriate educational program
administrator (e.g., the Director of Special
Education) to aecestain host these contacts
should be made before proceeding.
Administrative support is a crucial element in

this proceas

The' potential service provider(s) should be

contacted through the proper channels,L,snd
meetings should 'be scheduled to solicit their
input concerning r, the severely handicapped
students) being considered for placement. ,When
the movement will be to a subsequent classroom,
the sending and receiving teachers should

consider developing strategies designed to

ensure consistency between their programs.
Programming efforts should be coordinated so
that programs (e.g., materials, cues, and

correction procedures) used in the sending
classroom closely approximate those to be used
in the receiving classroom.- This coordination
is especially important for behavior management
programs.

An example of a highly structured plan for

program coordination is provided in Table '27.
It is doubtful that all teachers will use such a
specific plan, but it is .influded here to offer
ideas for achieving consistency between

kftograms.

The titlei of the goals or objectives from the
current IEP are listed in the left-hand column
pf Part I (Goals/Objectives from current /EP) as
depicted in Table 27. Next to each title, a
check mark is placed In the column which best
indicates how program coordination- will ba
achieved. The teachers lay agree tot a) use the
same program; b) have the receiving teacher
change his/her program: or. cOave the sending
teacher .change his/her program. if a different
strategy agreed upon, it should be briefly
despribed in the column labeled 'Pother".

Using .Part //. the titles of the programs
typically implemenSedin the receiving. classroom
should be listed. Again, a check mark is placed
in 'the column which indicates how Coordination
will be achleied. The sending teacher may agree
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Student: J.8

Sending teacher: J.D.

TABLE 27

Program Coordination Plan

bate of Plan: __6:31112

Receiving teacher: R.T.

1. Goals/Objectives Irmo

'1

PROGRAM COORDWAIRCI sfBaiEidES

' Current IEP Use sane Rec. T. will Send, T. will
chan.e

1. locker

2. Bathroom

3. Cafeteria

4. Mobility

5. Communication

6. Behavior nanagement

9g

a

OMER

Sending teacher will
implement reLeiOng
teachers program

Sending and receiving
teachers will desk"
program cooperatively

Sending teaher will
design and iwplement
program

Use current program
in both settings

Peceiving teacher
will use saw,
ogram

N,

1
litregrens Typically Implemented

In Receiving Classroom

m

PROGRAM COORDINATION STRATEGICS

Send. T. will

implement initial
step of program

1. Shopping

2, Money Management

3, Vocational Preparation

4. GrOdmiogihyglerie

5. Nobilitycommunity

6. Laundry & clothing care

7. Cooking

8. RtiSekeepfog

g., Time Management

17. Recreation/Leisure skills.

X

X

x,

x

Send. T, will
implement prom.,

co teach tegui4
ite skills

1 0
a

OTHER

Will be implemented
after transition .



as

-to 'implement the initial steps of the recelvIng-
teacher's program, or to implement plans to.

teach the requisite kills for the program. Any
other strategies should be briefly describpd in
the third column.

.

e. Meet with Support Service Personnel 06.2,0 it
PTTgr.,P) to Obtain Rerivant Anseasment
informatiarT75a cooianate educational program.

staff involved with the student to discuss
transition-related concerns. support service
providers should review the ecological analysis
to determine those areas in which their services
might facilitate the transition. "-Mc example,
physical and occupational therapists should
identify adaptations which may facilitate
participation in the new environments so that
part o£ the student's training can be devoted to
Using those., adaptations. A ,speech/lan§uage
pathologist could identify vocabulary words
needed and add them $boa communication board.
Another reason for meeting with supporp service
providers is to obtain assessment information
which will assist the teacher irk conducting a
discrepancy assessment.

f. Conduct Discrepancy Assessment to Assist in
Delineating IEP Goals IOU Objectives.
Disccepancy assessments shouldEa conducted
accoilling to the directions outlined cis Section
1.2.3 of this manual; As previously described,
such an assessment is conducted to determine
which activities the student caw.* already
perform, and what adaptations are required to
increase participation. The. sending teaChet
shdald conduct discrepancy assessments. with the
assistance of the parents, support service
providers, paraprofessionals and others who are
familiar with the student.. Individua,/
discrepancy assessments post be completed for

each Student, even if several students are
moving to the same placement. If several
placement options exist for a student; a
discrepancy assessment should be conducted in'
each of these settings. The example- in Table28
illustrates a discrepancy assessment for the
subenvironments identified in the preceeding4
ecological analysis (Table 26).

- .

g. Delineate Potential IEP Goalseord Objectives.
,After reviewing the dlscrep cy assessments to.
ascertain the skills needed to facilitate the
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FABLE 28

fleneric_ Ecological Analysis:
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transition, priority needs may be selected for
inclusion in the IEP. At this' nta%e in the
trannItion protean the goals and objeckives
selected should target broad, 'general sitls
that may be pertinent to a variety of
environmentn and activities. As the transition
date draws near, the goals and objectives should
become'more opegalfic to the actual environment
that the student will be ente147: Table 29
providen an example of a format listing the
IEP goals and objectives levant to the
subsequent classroom. Support service personnel
may be contacted to a tat with the
implementation of the tran ition, goals and
objectives. The following, example is based on
the sample discrepancy analysis illustrated
previously.

1.11 0e, 1 10(1wr

ttilf town Ifti
b

fr.f Ia. to, Or r 100

TAKE 29'

Potential 1EP Goals and Objectives

41.n vo$ Ind

ll t,,i.XOT110`. r. WI I

b , ,
f

4

tj). Go tl.Liel "Fet OnOef., Ind*prftiont1
Uo t.riiry. .le

b. It 3n0. 01.4-e degfly

c bttion Pte,y It te, 0.1 I

d

La.

v.

VI .

Imhoonotnt oat011tv U. ad..) a.f,ac- 411 I wc,

llai bithrOG.

b. loc.toc ,,,,,,
Locate rAst

4.

OrKostmt aproIale lQLl I bt0a10,S
conp$44.1),

-

b

c.

a.

,

b.

c.

h. Provide Training on Transition - Related Skills in
the Next Environment(s) or in settings Which
Closely Approximate Them. A very effectivd

1;03

A

Q

'got

teaching strategy for promoting generalization
of functional skills and minimizing potential
adjuntmept difficulties is to provide as much
direct training as possible An the targeted
community, settings. For example, if an
individual Is to be- placed in a group home,
training on such adaptive skills as cooking
should be. provided in that group home as often
as possible. if training in a targeted setting
is

/
-bot feasible. ary alternative is to provide

training in a ,settIng which closely resembles
it.

r

Section 2: Annually Prior to Transition. During each subsequent

year that the student remains in the program, the teacher should

update the transition. activities. The following sections discuss

how each of the aetiviiils may be updated as part of the_lEP

process.

a. Attempt to Pinpoint Potrial Placements. As
the transitEoq date pprOaches, it will be
necessary to narrow the potential place9ent
options' for post - school transitions. Options
that are no logger available or appropriate may
be eliminated, while those that remain
possibilities may be emphasized. New placement
options may, arise which will also deserve
attention. Ely pinpointing acential placements

amore closet-9 each year. more specific
transition-related objectives can be developed
to better, pepare the student. fork the upcoming
placement.

NNIlais step mat not be of importance when the
ransition Involves movement to another

classroom In the public school system. In such
situations, there may be a 1 ical progression
through elementary, middle an high school which'
otters few alternatives.

a

b. Update Parent Inventory. As pleviously
reaOmmended, parent inventories should be
cdliWucted or updated yearly. in fR e-,e, ay,
teachers can keep, parents inform t

placement options for their child, and m.
parental preferences and concerns a 3e g'
imminent transitions. 'Parents may also be ato
to provide important information regarding

,
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.

addit onai.nee4s a d abilities of;Oler child.

e..upda te Ecolaiical Analysis. it ''May. be
PTirIer5f to vEiTt tile. targeted: options once
yearly identify major changes batch' may
affect the transition, such as neW .eguiPment,

. 'procedurds or tactivities. It should be
necessary to opdate ecological analyses only in
environments where placement is still a
possibiflty. - It will also .be necessary to
coe'dpct ecological asalyses In newly, identified
potential placements. The potential -service

" provider may be very helpful,. in accomplfoing
this activity, -and it is

helpful,- -in
that

meetings with such personnel be'conducted 4t.the
same time as the ecological analysis.

d. Meet With Support Service Personnel. meetlogS7'
with' *support Staff should be conducted annually
prior to :IEP develqpment. These eatidgs,
provide, a goon opportunity to .dficUat the
effeetivepess of all aspects of the student's
educational program. The student's progress on
all IEP goals should be reported and audgestions
for new goals and objectliies can be- offeted.
The teacher and support staff should .elialoate
thestrategies used for program coordinatfon-and
decide whether they. are Sufficient or' if new
ones should be established. Any new activities
ideptified by' the updated ecological analysis
should be discussed sand arrangeme4s for
assessing the student's performance on these
activities should be made.

e

e. Update biscresancy Assessments, This activity
may he accomplished by simply reviewing each
discrepancy assessment, and noting additional
skill's which haliebeediamastered as a result of
the past year of instruction. jnformition.
received from the parents and support 'Service
providers may be very helpful in updating the
Assessments. The activities which remain
unmastered are then prioritized and new IEP
goals and objectives are selected. ,As the

- transition date approaches, the number of
potential placements -will be narrowed dowri and
discrepancy assessments will be fewer in number..

. This will enable the educational staff to
identify more specific instructional needs based
on the demands of the most likely placements.

S

' 6
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f. Provide Training on Transition-Related Skills.
As previously stated, training 111 be most
effective it carried out in the actual
,environment or in settings which closely,
resemble the actual' environment. During
instruction, teachers should make every effort'
to approximate the cues and performance demands
presentip the actual potentialsetting.

Section 3: Six Months Prior to Transition. The following

activs itibs shduld be carried out during the last six months before

the transition is to occur. These activities are not part ht the

IEP process, but nevertheless are etisential for" ensuring a smooth

transition.

0' . .

a. Identify Case Manager(s) in Tazgeted Subsequent
Environmentis). The case manager is defined as
the primary contact person regarding the new
student so assists the sending teacher and
parents in planning for and implementing the
final steps of the transition. The sending
teacher acts as the case manager until this time
but once the student leaves the old classrooms a
new case manager must be assigned.. In the case

a subsequent clasSrOOM transition,. th6 new
fteacher, will most likely assume case'mansgement

responsibilities. When a student is leaving the
school system, an adult44eyices case manager
should be identified '746t the perspective
Client ". If several agencies may be subsequent
settings., the case manager from each agency.-
should be encouraged to communicate frequently
with the othersto coordinate services.

b. Familiar ze Case Manager With Student. The case
manager sl should be invited to visit the
classroom and meet the student prior to
transition. It will also be, helpful for the
teacher to complete limit forward a Student
Profile containing informal about the student
not previously discussed. A sample completed
Student Profile appears in Table 30. The new
case manager shduld be made aware of any support
services which the student will continue to need
so that arrangements can be made for their
continuation. In many cases, private agencies
which provide .therapeutic services must be
contacted and funding must be arranged.

A
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Nhe new case 'manager should occur as often as
c. onsult With Case Manager:. Consultations with.

necessary during the last six months prior to
the transition. At this time, the strategies
developed for 'ensuring program coordination
should be carefully scrutinized to ensure a
smooth transition.

d. Identify Specific tEP Goals and Okisctives to
Address if Appropriate. During consultations
7,7671 thd.--nEw case manager, specific skills still
needed by the student may be identified. /f
these skills are considered' crucial to the
success of- the transition, -new IEP geAls-and
objectives may be 'developed and instructional-
programs implemented, It the student is moving
to another 'educational placement, the sending
and receiving ,personnel may collaborate to
develop new IKR.

e. Arrange for Transition of Support Services. If
arrangements have been made for the continuation
of support services for studehts who are
changing placements, the current support service
providers should contact the new one(s) to pass
along, useful information. New service providers
must be informed of the transition date so.that
they may begin tb plan for the new client. In
the case of a subsequent classroom transition,
transportation personnel, school nurses,
phygical education teachers and any other
persons who will be involved with the student's
educational program should also be notified of
the change in placement so that they may begin
to plan for revisions in their services.

.f. Arrange for Parents to Visit Targeted
Placements. Parents should be, invited to visit
the placements and offer any comments, concerns
and reconlmendations for facilitating a smooth
transition for their child.

g. Delineate Follow-Up Strategies. The sending and
'receiving personnel should develop strategies
for ensuring effective follow-up. Table 31
clAters an example of a Follow-up Contacts

.......-9chedule which is a method of formalizing an
agreement regarding the types of contacts to be
made (e.g., phone calls, visits, written
communications), when they are to occur and who
is responsible for initiating the contacts.

4

h. Arrange for Student to Visit New Placement.
The student should visit 17 new placement as
often as can be arranged. deally, the student
should have an opportunity to- be involved in all

. significant activities and' meet all significant
people.

0

Section 4: Scheduling and Documenting Transition-Related Aekixi-

ties. Manny transition-related activities coincije with pre -IEP
-.---

activities as discussed in Section 1.2.5 of this manu

7
. Po4

example, transition concerns can be addressed duet o th ..parent
.

interview; ecological analysesof potential, luetre environments

can be Conducted; assessment informa'E'ion can identify .the

student's needs in igture settings; and transition- related goals

and objectives can be included in the lEP. The results of these

activities should be ,kept in the students' files and, if desired,

the teacher may indicate which activities. were directly related to

tpe transition process. These activities are utltmately-

documented when transition-related goals and objectives appear on

the IEP.

The transition process does delineate a small number of

activities to be accomplished six months prior to the transition;

which are not part of the IEP process as discussed in Section 3 of

this appendix. It is recommended that these activities be

identified and scheduled, at least tentatively, prior to the IEP

Meeting. The teacher may then present this information to the IEP

team at the meeting. This procedure will insure that all members

of the IEP team are aware of the transition plan, and that

appropriate individuals are assigned to complete the activities,

Documentation of the activities is also a necessity. A transition

plan format is presented in Table 33. This transition plan can be

10.8
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1. Mope of loornoq:

2 .. age 14

3. Major stremgrhs:

&S.

1
tinier skill.: mobility

TABLE 30

Student Profile

a. "toloc Comyunivtion

7

3. Seizures:. Yea - Ko X"

if yes, typ!,end frequency:

Medications and' allergies:
I

o. Es

11. Aar is J.0.'s

(leornorNi name)
collo;i4 proceducot

Toilets self 4ndegendentiv. initiates toileting Obedi remindors to fie

Clothing.

. .

Miot ore
(leaver'. name)

Car feed sell bu 1 ft n

ti

feeding procedure!!

1

imOlemented for'refinement of eating behaviors.

6. Ocher pettinear medical problems:. A 10. Winona/. helpful hisits end idelb Including inorturtionol material. .ad
procedures, behavior management procedures:

mild heart condition.

7. Mbar ore J.8.'s
searmit'e memo

Major moans of oobiliryt, Walks with awkward gait - but with goof balance

b. Mijor means of coomunicarioa: lignLitssorimjAujogboom

109

yides for ignoring inaonrooriate behaviors or

evasive behaviors and reinforcing positive ones. The written'Orograis-attach!I

to his lEP.

g. Major dieruptivc/inappropriore behaviors: Occasional outbursts Of hitting and

kiiking to get out of doing a task. Sehavior management program has been

effective in significantly reducing frequency of these tantrums.
11. Whom adaptive equipment doss the limner use

d.

Lars: Dislike.;

1. Praite 1. Movies

2. Physical Education 2 Green beans

3. going to restaurants 3. thilki4 outdoors in winter
#

4. Music tapes, records 4;

5. panting
3.

6.
Pinball. video games

6.

NONE

N
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c. Conlult With Cate Manager, cOnsultatlonn with
Tie new case.manager Would occur as often as
,necessary 'during the olast six months prior to
the transition. At this time, the strategies
developed for ,enskiting program coordination
shodld be easefully scrutinired to ensure a
smooth transition.

d. Identify Specific IiP Goals and Objectives to
Address if Appropriate% During consultations
717iihe new case manager, specific skills still
'needed by the student may be identified. If
these skills are considered crucial to 'the

success of the transition, new IEP goals-and
objectives may be developed and instructional
programs implemented. If the student is moving
to-another educational placement, the sehding
and receiving personnel may collaborate W.
develop a new IEP.

e. Arrange for Transition of Support Services. If
arrangements have been made for, the continuation
of s ppott 'services for students wls are
chan ng placements, the current support ervice
prov ders should contact the new one(s),to pass
along useful information. New service providers
must be informed of the transition date so that
they may begin to plan for the new client. In
the case-of a subsequent classroom transition,
transportation personnel, school nurses,
physical education teachers and any other
persons who will be involved with the student's
educational program should also be notified of
the change in placement so that they may begin

. to plan for revisions in their services.

E. Arrange for Parents to Visit Targeted
Placements. Parents should be invited to visit
TEFialCients and offer any comments, concerns
and recommendations for facilitating a smooth
'transition for their child.

9. Delineate Follow-Up Strategies. The sending and
receiving personnel should develop strategies
for ensuring- effective follow-up. Table 31
offers an example of a Follow-Up Contacts
Schedule which is a method of formali Ing an
agreement regarding the types of contact to be
made fe.g., phone calls, visits, written
communications), when they are to occur'and who
is responsible for initiating the contacts.

111
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\ TABLE 31' ea, 1. Enter the student's name, the teacher's name. the present
date a d the prOected date 'of transition at the top of

. Follow -Up Contacts Schedule
4 1

'the for .
.......-

.

2. List the first projected placement -and the name and title

/ ... .
'

of the contact person. In the subsequent classroom example
(Table 33/..he projected placement for the student is the

,Dato June 30, 1982
TMR If class at Columbus School. The high school student.
exemplified in Table 33 is bound for.sdpervised community
employment at City Hall as well as a supervised apartment.

3. In the column entitled Action Plan. list all of the ac-
e tivities to be accomplished prior to the transition. In

the example of the subsegdent classroom transition, the
activities listed are meeting with the new teacher,
contacting the PT and OT, student visits to the new..,,

. classroom, and parent visits to tht new classroom. For
the student moving into community employment, a student

. profile and pertinent records will be sent to the case
manager, monthly meetings have been scheduled between
the teacher and case manager, and the student has been
scheddled to recive on-the-job training before the end

Phone calls Every Friday at J.0. of the school year.
2:30 p.m. for
September and 4. The follow-up column is used to document the Wojected
October dates or schedules for completing"the activities. In

.. ,some cases, the exact dates are specified, whereas in
Jothers'they are only approximated.

S. The perkoh assigned responsibility for ensuring that
Fridiy, September Meetings to be each activity is completed on schedule is noted in the
24 and Friday, October held in R.T,'s next column. This person must confirm tentative dates
29 at 2:30 p.m. . classroom and make the contacts necessary:to carry out the

activities, .

6. The last column is used to document the actual completion-

Interoffice As needed R.T. dates for each activity. The information in'this column

MemoS indicates which components of the Transiton Plan have
been completed, and which are still incomplete. The
teacher should keep track of the activities and enter
completion dates as they occur. This will enable the
teacher to monitor the implementition of the entire
Transition Plan.

.,..

ta.

ein

.f

TABLE 32

,Instructions for Completing the Transition Plan

Student, J.B.

Sending Teacher J.0.

Receiving Teacher R.T.

Follow. up contacts may include phone calls, visits, written
communicationb, etc. Indicate the schedule (oft/these contacts
and who will initiate the contact.

Type of Contact Schedule Person Responsible

r

Meetings

112
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Ii. Arcane for Student to Visit,Mew Placement.
The student should, visit the new placement as
often al can be.acranged. ideally, the student
should have an opportunity to be involved In all
significant activities and meet all significant
people.

Section 4: Schedoling_and Documenting Transition-Related Activi-:

ties. %Many transition-related activities coincide with pre-tEP

lactivities as discus:Lea in section 1.2.5 of' this manual. FOC

example', transition concerns can be addressed during the parent

interview; ecological analyses of potential, future. environments

can be conducted; assessment information can identify the

student's needS in future sditings; and transition-related-goals

and objectives can be included in the IEP. The results of these

activities should be kept in the students' files and, if desired,

the teacher may indicate which activities were directly related to

the transition process. These activities are utlimately

documented when transition-related goals and objectives appear on

the IEP.

The transition process does delineate a small number of

activities to be accomplished six months prior to the transition

which are not part of the IEP process as discussed in section 3 0

this appendix. It is recommended that these activities be

identified and scheduled,,at fgast tentatively, prior to the IEP.

meeting. The teacher may then present this information to the IEP

team at the meeting. This procedure will insure that all members

of the tEP team are aware of the transition plan, and that

appropriate individuals are assigned to complete the activities.

Documentation of the activities is also a necessity. A transition

plan format is presented in Table 33. This transition plan can be
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o
flied with .the IElt and used to lilt the triositton-related

activities which-are not part of the MP such as contactim the

new cane Manager arranging student visitations, and delineating

strartWes.'01rectiert4for ust4g the transition plan
-4-

fainfit are provided in-Table 32. Refer to T66le 33 for a sample
"4. p.

.,..-cgspleted,sobseguent clhssrorms transition plan and for a sample

.%completed pi:Ft-school transition plan.

9
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